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Kurzfassung 

Nanokristalline Werkstoffe, die einen granularen Riesenmagnetowiderstand aufweisen 

wurden mittels Hochdruck-Torsionsverformung hergestellt. Dafür wurden nicht mischbare 

binäre und ternäre Legierungen untersucht, die aus nichtmagnetischen (Ag, Cu und Cr) und 

ferromagnetischen (Co, Fe und Ni) Elementen bestehen. Der ferromagnetische Anteil wurde 

auf 20 Vol.-% festgelegt, da ein Maximum im Magnetowiderstand erwartet wird. Zusätzlich 

wurde ein ferromagnetischer Anteil von 40 Vol.-% für Cu- und Cr-basierte 

Zusammensetzungen erforscht. Verformungs- und glühinduzierte mikrostrukturelle 

Veränderungen beeinflussen erheblich die magnetoresistiven Eigenschaften des Materials. 

Diese Veränderungen wurden mit Hilfe von Lichtmikroskopie, Rasterelektronenmikroskopie, 

Mikrohärtemessungen und Röntgenbeugungsmessungen untersucht. Bei allen Legierungen 

auf Cu- und Cr-Basis wurde im verformten Zustand eine einphasige Struktur beobachtet, was 

auf die Bildung eines übersättigten Mischkristalls hindeutet. Cr-basierte Legierungen zeigten 

hingegen eine höhere Sprödigkeit, während die Ag-basierte Zusammensetzungen teilweise 

eine unzureichende Verformung der ferromagnetischen Phase aufwiesen. Der granulare 

Riesenmagnetowiderstand wurde in fast allen verformten Werkstoffen gemessen. Noch 

höhere Werte konnten mit einer anschließenden Wärmebehandlung des Materials erzielt 

werden. Der höchste Widerstandsabfall von 2.45 % wurde bei Cu60Fe20Ni20 nach einer 

Glühdauer von 1h bei 400°C beobachtet, wobei der Effekt bei höheren Glühtemperaturen 

abnimmt. Die stark plastisch verformten Werkstoffe zeigten im Allgemeinen eine 

bemerkenswerte Gefüge- und Phasenstabilität bei höheren Temperaturen. 
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Abstract 

Severe plastic deformation by high-pressure torsion was used to fabricate nanocrystalline 

materials in a bulk form showing the granular giant magnetoresistance effect. Immiscible 

binary and ternary alloys, consisting of nonmagnetic (Ag, Cu, and Cr) and ferromagnetic (Co, 

Fe, and Ni) elements, were investigated. The ferromagnetic content was chosen to be 20 vol% 

since a peak in magnetoresistance is expected to occur, and additionally to be 40 vol% for Cu- 

and Cr-based compositions. Microstructural changes due to deformation and annealing 

significantly influence the magnetoresistive properties of the material. These changes were 

studied using light microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, microhardness, and X-ray 

diffraction measurements. A single-phase structure was observed for all as-deformed Cu-

based and Cr-based alloys, indicating the formation of a supersaturated solid solution. 

However, Cr-based alloys showed higher brittleness, whereby Ag-based compositions 

exhibited partially insufficient co-deformation of the ferromagnetic phase. Granular giant 

magnetoresistance was measured in almost all as-deformed materials and tuned in a further 

step with appropriate thermal treatments. Primarily, annealing had a positive effect on the 

magnitude of magnetoresistance. The highest drop in resistivity of 2.45 % was found in 

Cu60Fe20Ni20 after annealing for 1h at 400°C, whereby the effect decreases for higher annealing 

temperatures. Severe plastically deformed materials showed remarkable high-temperature 

stability of phases and microstructure.  
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1. Introduction 

As a definition, the change of the electrical resistance of a material in an external magnetic 

field is called magnetoresistance (MR). Depending on the material, different MR effects can 

occur. About 160 years ago, the first MR effect was discovered by William Thomson in a 

ferromagnetic material, which is today known as anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) [1]. 

However, the AMR is a weak effect, which leads to a relative change in resistivity up to 1 % 

[2,3]. In 1988, Fert et al. and Grünberg et al. showed independently that the change in MR can 

be huge, approximately 50 %, in alternating thin layers of Cr and Fe at low temperatures, 

which is labeled as giant magnetoresistance (GMR) [4,5]. The GMR effect can be distinguished 

from the AMR effect by its isotropic behavior, i.e., the resistivity decreases for an increasing 

magnetic field, regardless of the orientation of the current to the applied magnetic field. The 

GMR effect finds its main application in magnetic field sensors, which are used in the read 

heads of hard disc drives or in the air- and automotive industry. Current research is being 

conducted on, e.g. the application of magnetoresistive random-access memories and the 

detection of influenza A virus by GMR biosensors [6]. In GMR biosensors, monoclonal 

antibodies are exchanged for a combination of viral nucleoproteins and magnetic 

nanoparticles. In the presence of an influenza virus, the magnetic nanoparticles can be bound 

to the GMR biosensor, whereby the binding rate is proportional to the concentration of the 

virus. A change in virus concentration results in a change in electrical resistance, which can be 

measured in real-time [7]. 

However, GMR does not only occur in alternating ferromagnetic and nonmagnetic 

multilayered structures. Bulk materials, which exhibit finely dispersed small ferromagnetic 

particles embedded in a nonmagnetic matrix can also show a GMR behavior, called granular 

GMR [8,9]. A disadvantage of granular materials is that the saturation of their hysteresis curve 

is only reached at high fields. This is due to the small size of the particles, making it difficult to 

saturate them. Even more, the smallest particles can be in a superparamagnetic state. As the 

drop in resistance is dependent on the saturation state of the material, the decreasing 

resistivity curve saturates also at higher fields. Regarding application, however, 3D-bulk 

materials show more freedom in shaping compared to 2D-multilayered materials.  

The standard methods to fabricate granular alloys are melt spinning, mechanical alloying, ion 

implantation, and co-evaporation. Recently, it was shown that materials that have been 

processed by high-pressure torsion (HPT), a severe plastic deformation (SPD) technique, show 

also a GMR effect [10–12]. Thus, this thesis focuses on the granular GMR effect of a variety of 

severe plastically deformed materials. A major advantage of HPT is that nearly any material 
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composition can be fabricated in bulk form by deformation of the pre-compacted powder 

blend.  

The granular GMR effect arises from spin-dependent scattering at the interfaces between 

ferromagnetic and nonmagnetic phases [13,14]. To obtain these interfaces, a mutual 

immiscibility of both phases is required. For the purpose of this thesis, ternary alloy systems, 

Cu-Fe-Ni, Cu-Fe-Co, Ag-Fe-Co, and Cr-Fe-Co, but also binary alloy systems, Ag-Fe and Ag-Co, 

were chosen. For binary alloy systems, a peak in granular GMR has been observed for a 

ferromagnetic volume fraction of approximately 20 % and it can be expected that this quantity 

does not change much when using ternary systems [15]. Consequently, volume contents close 

to 20 % were chosen for the ferromagnetic phase for all investigated alloy systems. For Cu-Fe-

Ni and Cr-Fe-Co additionally, 40 % was chosen to be investigated. The results of Cu-Fe-Ni can 

be compared with available literature [16,17].  

The aim of this thesis is to find suitable HPT processing conditions to build a sample composed 

of nonmagnetic material containing finely dispersed ferromagnetic particles. They are 

generated either directly, during the SPD process, or through forming a supersaturated solid 

solution in bulk form and, in a second the step, tune the GMR effect by segregating small 

ferromagnetic particles out of the supersaturated phase by appropriate subsequent heat 

treatments. The MR was determined by measuring the room temperature resistivity of the 

materials at varying magnetic fields and two different orientations of magnetic field and 

current. The influence of microstructural changes on the magnetoresistive behavior of the as-

deformed and annealed samples was investigated by using scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD), and microhardness measurements. 
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2. Theory 

2.1. Magnetoresistance 

The electrical resistivity ρ, also referred to as electrical specific resistance, describes the 

resistance R to current flow I in a material for a given size and geometry. For a material where 

the current flows through a rectangular cross-sectional area A, ρ can be calculated according 

to equation (1), whereby U is the voltage, and L describes the length, h the height, and w the 

width of the specimen.  

For temperatures relevant for this work, the electrical resistivity of a metal is a temperature-

dependent function and increases linearly with increasing temperature [18].  

Furthermore, a change in resistivity is observed, when a magnetic field is applied to the 

conductive material. This effect is named magnetoresistance and can be defined by 

equation (2), where ρ(H) corresponds to the resistivity at a certain value of applied magnetic 

field H and ρ0 is the resistivity at H = 0. Ideally, a soft magnetic material does not show a 

remanent magnetization when measuring ρ0. 

Roughly, it can be distinguished between three material classes, leading to different 

magnetoresistive effects, when they are exposed to a magnetic field.  

1.) If the material is nonmagnetic, it is referred to as ordinary MR (OMR). The OMR is 

characterized by its positive change in resistivity ∆ρ with an increasing magnetic field, 

independent if the direction of the magnetic field is parallel or perpendicular to the current 

direction [19,20].  

2.) In contrast, ferromagnetic materials show an anisotropic behavior. Therefore, their values 

of resistivities are dependent on the orientation between applied current and magnetic 

field. In parallel magnetic field direction ∆ρ increases, whereby ∆ρ decreases in 

perpendicular field direction with an increasing magnetic field. This effect is called 

anisotropic MR (AMR) which results only in a weak change in resistivity, typically 0.1-1 % 

[2,3]. As an example, ferromagnetic Ni shows such an AMR behavior, as illustrated in 

Figure 1. Magnetization rotation leads to a rapid change in resistivity up to approximately 

4 kOe. At higher fields, the so-called forced effect is responsible for the weaker linear 

change in resistivity [20].  

 𝜌 = 𝑅 ∙
𝐴

𝐿
=
𝑈

𝐼
∙
𝑤 ∙ ℎ

𝐿
 (1) 

 𝑀𝑅 =
∆𝜌

𝜌0
=
𝜌(𝐻) − 𝜌0

𝜌0
 (2) 
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3.) For hybrid material structures, consisting of a nonmagnetic and a magnetic material, a 

much larger change in resistance can occur. Depending on the structure and material 

combination, several different effects can be observed. These include for example the 

GMR effect, the tunnel MR effect, and many others. The GMR effect results in a relative 

change in resistivity of typically ~10 % but can be up to 50 %. The tunnel MR can even 

reach values up to 100 % or higher [2–5]. This thesis focuses on the GMR effect, or more 

precisely on the granular GMR effect. Thus, other effects resulting from hybrid materials 

will not be discussed here. 

 

2.1.1. Giant magnetoresistance  

Fert et al. and Grünberg et al. discovered independently the GMR effect more than 30 years 

ago. GMR occurs in multilayered materials, consisting of alternating ferromagnetic and 

nonmagnetic layers. A prerequisite for the appearance of the GMR effect is that the layer 

thicknesses must be smaller than the mean free path length of conducting electrons. Both 

groups chose Fe as the ferromagnetic layer and Cr as the nonmagnetic, where both layers 

exhibit a thickness of only a few atomic layers [4,5]. 

If the nonmagnetic layer between two ferromagnetic layers is thin enough, it comes to 

interlayer exchange coupling and adjacent ferromagnetic layers change the orientation of 

their magnetic spins (spontaneously) to an antiferromagnetic alignment. The alignment of the 

magnetization has a significant influence on the MR of the system [4,5]. At zero field, the 

Figure 1: AMR behavior of ferromagnetic Ni 

exposed to a magnetic field [20]. 
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magnetic spins are oriented antiparallel leading to a high resistivity. With increasing field, the 

magnetic spins get reoriented to a parallel alignment and the resistivity decreases strongly up 

to the saturation field HS. Above this value, the resistivity remains constant, because the 

magnetic spins of all layers are re-aligned to a ferromagnetic ordering. This GMR behavior is 

shown in Figure 2 (a) for a Fe/Cr multilayer measured at 4.2 K, whereby the effect becomes 

bigger the thinner the nonmagnetic Cr layer is [4,20]. 

 

 

Generally speaking, the resistivity of materials arises from scattering processes of electrons 

which exhibit a spin-up or spin-down. As illustrated in Figure 2 (b) and (c), electrons moving 

through a GMR multilayer structure are scattered at the interfaces between the ferromagnetic 

(orange) and nonmagnetic (purple) layers if their spin is oppositely aligned to the 

magnetization direction. These scattering processes are indicated by the yellow stars in Figure 

2 (b) and (c) [21]. Figure 2 (b) shows an antiparallel alignment of magnetization (white arrows). 

Both, spin-up (green arrow) and spin-down (black arrow) electrons are scattered at that local 

interface where the magnetization is oppositely aligned to the electron spin. The total 

resistance R (or resistivity) of the system can be regarded as parallel resistors, one for each 

electron spin. In this case, both resistors have the same resistance, which results in high 

resistance. In contrast, for a parallel alignment of magnetization (see Figure 2 (c)) only the 

spin-down electrons are scattered. The spin-up electrons, which are oriented in magnetization 

Figure 2: (a) GMR for Fe/Cr multilayers for different thicknesses of nonmagnetic Cr layers 

[4,20]. Simplified illustration of spin-dependent scattering in a GMR multilayer structure for 

(b) antiparallel and (c) parallel alignment of magnetizations (white arrows) [21]. 
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direction, pass the interfaces without spin-scattering resulting in a short circuit within the 

model system (R=0). Hence, the resistance is much lower for a parallel than for an antiparallel 

magnetization configuration, due to less occurrence of spin-dependent interface scattering 

[19–21].  

In contrast to the AMR effect, the GMR effect can be characterized by its isotropic MR 

behavior. Thus, the change in MR is negative regardless of whether the direction of the current 

or magnetic field is parallel or perpendicular to the layers. If the current flows parallel to the 

direction of the layer, we speak of a current-in-plane (CIP) geometry. The results in Figure 2 (a) 

were obtained for a magnetic field applied parallel to a CIP geometry. If the field is applied 

perpendicularly to the CIP geometry, the MR does not change significantly but saturates at 

higher fields than HS. This behavior occurs because the fields have to overcome magnetic 

anisotropy in addition to antiferromagnetic coupling [4]. Furthermore, a higher drop in 

resistivity can be achieved by using a current-perpendicular-to-plane geometry [20]. 

 

2.1.2. Granular GMR 

However, GMR does not occur only in 2D multilayer structures, but can also be present in bulk 

or thin-film granular structures. This effect is referred to as granular GMR. Typically, the matrix 

consists of a conductive metal, Cu or Ag, in which finely dispersed small ferromagnetic 

particles (e.g.: Co, Fe, Ni) are embedded. The granular GMR and the corresponding 

magnetization curve of the sample are schematically represented in Figure 3 [6]. At zero field 

(or at the coercive field) the magnetization of the ferromagnetic particles exhibit a random 

orientation, leading to a high resistivity, resulting from spin-dependent scattering of 

conduction electrons at the interfaces between magnetic and nonmagnetic phases [13,14]. 

With increasing field, magnetic domains change gradually their alignment of magnetization 

towards magnetic field direction. Consequently, the resistivity decreases strongly up to the 

saturation field, where all magnetic domains are oriented parallel to the field.  
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It was shown that the granular GMR correlates with the squared global relative magnetization 

µ(H)2 as described in equation (3).  

A describes the ultimate size of the GMR. Its magnitude depends on spin-dependent 

scattering, but also on the size and volume fraction of the ferromagnetic particles. M(H) and 

MS describe the magnetic field-dependent global magnetization and the saturation 

magnetization of the sample, respectively [8].  

The magnitude of granular GMR but also the saturation field is strongly affected by the size 

and volume fraction of ferromagnetic particles. As illustrated in Figure 4 (a), there is a certain 

size for single domain ferromagnetic granules at which the GMR becomes maximum. The 

change of MR amplitude is determined by two competing effects that occur simultaneously. 

On the one hand, a decreasing particle size leads to an increase in the surface-to-volume ratio, 

resulting in a raise of spin-dependent scattering at the magnetic-nonmagnetic interfaces and 

thus to an increasing GMR. It was observed that the MR scales inversely to the average 

ferromagnetic particle size [9]. On the other hand, if the granule size is too small, their mutual 

distance falls below the mean free path of the electrons and the current can pass more easily 

between the granules. This causes less interface scattering and thus a decreasing GMR [22,23]. 

It should be mentioned that small particles are not always single domain ferromagnetic, but 

can also be superparamagnetic or multidomain magnetic. Depending on which particle is 

present, changes in particle size result in different dependencies of the granular GMR. While 

superparamagnetic granules show a constant increase in GMR until their saturation at very 

high fields, multidomain granules tend to a constant decrease in GMR for decreasing average 

granule size [22].  

 𝐺𝑀𝑅 =
∆𝜌

𝜌0
=
𝜌(𝐻) − 𝜌0

𝜌0
= 𝐴 ∙ 𝜇(𝐻)2 = 𝐴 ∙ (

𝑀(𝐻)

𝑀𝑆
)
2

 (3) 

Figure 3: Granular GMR (solid line) and magnetization 

(dotted line) in dependency of the magnetic field [6]. 
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The initial particle size is dependent on the used manufacturing method and material system 

and can be further adjusted by an appropriate subsequent annealing treatment. In general, 

the obtained microstructure depends on annealing parameters, such as annealing 

temperature, annealing time, and cooling rate. Wang et al. reported a decrease in GMR with 

increasing annealing temperatures (resulting in an enlargement of magnetic particles) for Fe-

Ag, Fe-Cu, Fe-Au, and Co-Ag. However, higher annealing temperatures lead to a reduction in 

saturation fields, which is advantageous concerning sensor applications [2,15]. A further 

increase in GMR can be realized by lower measuring temperatures as indicated in Figure 4 (a), 

where the solid and dashed line represents the GMR at 4 K and 300 K, respectively [22]. For 

example, Berkowitz et al. measured a GMR of 10 % at 10 K in Cu81Co19 (given in at%) at an 

applied field of 20 kOe. In comparison, the measured GMR at RT was negligible [9]. 

The ferromagnetic volume fraction dependency is similar to the granular size dependency. As 

shown in Figure 4 (b), a peak in granular GMR occurs at values of ferromagnetic volume 

fractions between 15 % and 25 %, depending on the used alloy system [15]. On the left side 

of the peak, i.e. with decreasing ferromagnetic contents, only a few particles are present. This 

leads to less spin-dependent interface scattering and therefore to decreasing GMR values. 

With increasing volume fractions, the granules become larger, which decreases the distance 

between the particles. It comes to an increase in the surface-to-volume ratio, thus a reduction 

in interface scattering, leading to a decreasing GMR. Above a percolation threshold of 50-

60 %, only AMR is observed due to the coalescence of ferromagnetic particles to a network 

consisting of ferromagnetic domains [6,22].  

Figure 4: Schematic illustration of the granular GMR in dependency of (a) the ferromagnetic 

particle size [22] and (b) volume fraction [15]. 
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A ferromagnetic–nonmagnetic interface is required for the occurrence of a granular GMR, 

which thus presumes the mutual (partial) immiscibility of both phases. Therefore, one is 

limited in the choice of material combinations. So far, binary alloys such as Ag-Co, Ag-Fe, Cu-

Co, Cu-Fe but also ternary alloys such as Cu-FeNi, Cu-FeCo, and Ag-FeCo have been 

investigated [8–11,15,17,24,25]. Most of the above-mentioned alloys were processed by 

bottom-up techniques. For example, melt spinning, magnetron sputtering, ion beam co-

sputtering, molecular beam epitaxy, electrochemical deposition, and thermal evaporation 

were used to produce thin films. The classical technique to create bulk materials is mechanical 

alloying (ball milling) [10]. However, top-down techniques, such as HPT, were barely used as 

a manufacturing method for GMR structures. So far, HPT was only used to produce bulk 

granular GMR structures of binary alloys, such as Cu-Fe and Cu-Co [10–12]. Though, no 

investigations were made yet to the magnetoresistive properties of ternary alloys (e.g., Cr-

FeCo, Cu-FeNi, Cu-FeCo, and Ag-FeCo) processed by HPT. 

 

2.2. Severe plastic deformation 

Over the past 40 years, the methods for producing ultra-fine grained (UFG) and 

nanocrystalline (NC) bulk materials have evolved rapidly. Basically, NC materials show typically 

grain sizes below 100 nm, while UFG materials are in the range of 100 nm to 1 µm. Due to 

their unique microstructure, UFG and NC materials show enhanced mechanical and physical 

properties, leading to a wide range of possibilities regarding applications [26–30].  

Bulk samples with a structure in the UFG or even NC regime can be fabricated by using 

“bottom-up” or “top-down” approaches. For example, “bottom-up” techniques involve inert 

gas condensation, electrodeposition, and chemical and physical vapor deposition. In this 

process, larger structures are built from smaller basic units, e.g., of individual atoms. In the 

“top-down” approach, a NC structure can be generated by a significant grain refinement of an 

existing coarse-grained bulk material. Such a substantial grain refinement of a bulk material 

can be easily induced by SPD, which is one of the most often used “top-down” approaches 

[26]. Thereby, the bulk material is exposed simultaneously to high hydrostatic pressure and 

large strains (true strains ≥10) without a significant change of sample dimensions and shape. 

The most used SPD techniques for producing fine-grained alloys are accumulative roll bonding 

(ARB), equal channel angular pressing (ECAP), and HPT [31,32].  
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2.3. High-pressure torsion 

Figure 5 (a) shows a schematic illustration of the HPT setup nowadays usually used. Therein, 

two cylindrical anvils are arranged concentrically to each other. To enable precise torsional 

straining, the sample must be positioned centrically between the anvils. For that purpose, 

each anvil has a cylindrical, slightly conical cavity in its center. The disc-shaped specimen 

(Figure 5 (b)) is placed between the cavities, whereby the anvil cavity diameter corresponds 

to the sample diameter. Furthermore, the cavities fulfill a second important purpose. When 

the sum of the cavity depths is somewhat smaller than the initial HPT sample thickness, a small 

amount of the material can flow in the slit between the anvils when pressure is applied. The 

friction between material and anvils (outside the processing zone) leads to confinement of 

material flow. Consequently, the backpressure induces a hydrostatic pressure within the 

processing zone. In addition, the material in this gap prevents contact between the anvils, 

which would lead to their failure during processing [28,32,33].  

 

 

After applying load on the anvils, they are rotated against each other, whereby one of them is 

fixed. To accomplish continuous plastic deformation, sliding of the sample between the anvils 

has to be prevented. Thus, sufficient friction between the sample surfaces and the anvil 

surfaces is necessary. For this purpose, the micro-roughness can be increased by sandblasting 

Figure 5: Schematic illustration of (a) the HPT setup and (b) disc-shaped HPT specimen 

showing different observation directions [33]. 
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the anvil cavities and the sample surfaces on the one hand. On the other hand, an increase in 

applied pressure leads to higher friction forces. Furthermore, a minimum pressure, at least 

equal to the yield stress of the material, is necessary to achieve material flow. As a rule of 

thumb, the minimum pressure (several GPa) should be approximately three times the yield 

stress of the undeformed material. As an upper limit, the applied pressure should not exceed 

three times the yield stress of the anvils. Besides the pressure, other processing parameters 

can be adjusted for the HPT deformation process, like the temperature, strain rate, and strain 

path (cyclic or monotonic). A change of the processing parameters affects the obtained 

microstructure, which generally can be observed in the axial, tangential, and radial HPT 

sample direction, as illustrated in Figure 5 (b) [32,33]. Furthermore, the composition of the 

starting material has a strong influence on the resulting microstructure of the as-deformed 

material [34]. The influence of these parameters on the microstructural evolution will be 

discussed later in Chapter 2.3.1. 

Basically, the ideal HPT process can be considered as a shear process, due to the predominant 

hydrostatic pressure. The shear strain γ can be determined according to equation (4) assuming 

a constant sample thickness t. 

 

 

In equation (4), n is the number of turns and r denotes the radius of the HPT sample. 

Moreover, to enable a comparison of the strain with other deformation processes, e.g. a 

tensile test, the von Mises equivalent strain ε can be calculated according to equation (5): 

 

 

In the ideal torsion deformation process, the shear strain exhibits a linear dependence on the 

radius, i.e., should be zero in the center and highest at the edge of the disc-shaped sample. 

However, the sample thickness decreases in the real HPT process due to material flow. As long 

as the thickness-to-diameter ratio does not exceed 0.1, equations (4) and (5) are applicable 

for real HPT processes. Basically, the compression deformation (usually 10%) is often 

negligibly small compared to the high imposed shear strains. It should be noted that the 

above-mentioned equations are not valid near the edge of the specimen, due to the small 

 𝛾 =
2𝜋 ∙ 𝑟

𝑡
∙ 𝑛 (4) 

 

 𝜀 =
𝛾

√3
 (5) 
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sample thickness and the barely defined sample shape. For example, a deformation of a 

sample with a thickness of 0.6 mm by 100 turns corresponds to an equivalent strain of 1800 

at r = 3 mm. Such high values of shear strains cannot be reached with other SPD techniques, 

e.g., ARB or ECAP. In addition, it is possible to adjust the shear strain precisely at a particular 

radius by changing the number of turns. Due to the high hydrostatic pressure, it is even 

feasible to deform brittle or high-strength materials far below RT, whereby the hydrostatic 

pressure may counteract crack formation during SPD. The processing temperature can be 

adjusted between -195°C and 500°C by using liquid nitrogen for cooling and an induction coil 

for heating the anvils, respectively. Nevertheless, the HPT technique exhibits also 

disadvantages. The resulting sample size is limited, keeping it from many applications. In the 

last decades, HPT devices were further developed. An upscaling of sample size is possible by 

using bigger anvils, which also require higher forces and torques for deformation [28,32,33]. 

 

2.3.1. Influence of HPT processing parameters on microstructural evolution 

For both, single-phase and multiphase materials, an increasing shear strain leads to decreasing 

grain size. However, saturation in grain size occurs above a critical shear strain value. This grain 

refinement saturation behavior is schematically shown in Figure 6 [33]. The initial grain 

refinement of severe plastically deformed single-phase materials arises from dislocation 

rearrangement. With increasing shear strain, dislocations pile up at grain boundaries, leading 

to a drastic rise of dislocation density. Within the initial grains, the dislocations arrange 

themselves to sub-grain boundaries and the grains are subdivided into cells with smaller and 

larger misorientations. The sizes of these cells decrease with evolving strain and the 

misorientation of the neighboring cells becomes higher, leading partially to a transition of low-

angle grain boundaries to high-angle grain boundaries. Above a critical strain, the refinement 

process reaches saturation. The initial grain boundaries vanish and sub-grain boundaries 

transform to high-angle grain boundaries, finally resulting in a uniform microstructure [28,33]. 
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At the saturation shear strain, the grain size reaches its minimum and remains constant for 

single-phase materials, independent of the initial grain size. During SPD, a coarse-grained 

microstructure refines, while a finer NC microstructure coarsens until the saturation grain size 

is reached. The flow stress, and therefore the microhardness, correlates with the crystallite 

size of a material. Basically, the hardness exhibits a radial dependency and does not change 

significantly in the axial direction. Thus, by using microhardness measurements, the radial 

position where the saturation grain size occurs can be easily determined [32], which will be 

shown later in chapter 3.3 in Figure 8. 

The saturation grain size of single-phase materials is mainly affected by alloying, deformation 

temperature, and strain path, but is only slightly dependent on applied pressure and strain 

rate at lower temperatures. However, the influence of the strain rate on the saturation grain 

size becomes more relevant at elevated deformation temperatures. Basically, the crystallite 

size increases because of increasing grain boundary migration and triple junction motion with 

increasing deformation temperatures. Temperature-induced diffusion processes and shear 

deformation work against each other during HPT. Regarding the strain path, monotonic 

shearing of the material leads to a finer microstructure compared to cyclic shearing [28,33,35]. 

Furthermore, the saturation grain size depends on the number of existing phases. As indicated 

in Figure 6, dual or multiphase materials can achieve a smaller saturation grain size than single-

phase materials, though requiring higher strains. It should be mentioned that alloying does 

not necessarily result in a multiphase material, a single-phase material can also be obtained. 

An additional benefit of HPT is that bulk samples with a well-defined composition can be 

Figure 6: Schematic illustration of the structural 

refinement of single- and dual- or multiphase materials as 

a function of applied shear strain [33]. 
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produced out of any material combination by HPT compaction and deformation of blended 

elemental powders. Basically, dual-phase materials show a more complex deformation 

behavior than single-phase materials, depending on the chosen alloy system, the hardness 

difference, and the volume fraction of constituent phases [34].  

As a definition, composite materials have two or more distinct constituents or phases. 

Moreover, in a real composite, the physical and chemical properties of the constituent phases 

must differ noticeably from the properties of the components. Classical examples are particle- 

or fiber-reinforced metal-matrix composites, e.g. WC. However, an alloy exhibiting a two-

phase microstructure, obtained by solidification out of the melt or by subsequent heat 

treatment of a solid, is usually not classified as a real composite [31,36]. Nevertheless, 

composites and alloys will be treated as the same in this thesis, due to their same behavior.  

For example, in a metal-metal matrix either a nanocomposite can be formed by fragmentation 

processes (e.g. W-Cu) or supersaturated solid solutions by the dissolution of one phase (e.g. 

Fe-Cu), even if the mutual solubility of the solid phases is vanishingly low at RT and equilibrium 

conditions. Another deformation behavior is observed during SPD of a metal-nonmetal matrix 

(e.g. SiC-Al6061). Therein, it comes to a homogenization of the particle distribution (SiC) in the 

metal matrix. Generally, the limitation in grain refinement during SPD of dual-phase materials 

can be explained by pinning of grain boundaries by a fine second phase, hindering them in 

their migration. This leads to a stabilization of a finer microstructure compared to single-phase 

materials and even to enhanced thermal stability [28,31,33,34]. 
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3. Materials and methods 

3.1. Investigated alloy systems  

In this thesis, different alloy systems were investigated, which are expected to show the 

granular GMR effect. For this purpose, an interface of a ferromagnetic and nonmagnetic phase 

is necessary. Therefore, the chosen alloys should show a pronounced miscibility gap of both 

phases. For the magnetic phase, Fe, Co, Fe-Co, or Fe-Ni have been chosen and for the 

nonmagnetic phase, Ag, Cr, or Cu. Mainly ternary, but also binary alloy systems were 

examined. For better classification, the alloy systems are divided by their nonmagnetic phase. 

We distinguish between Ag-based, Cu-based, and Cr-based alloys. The ferromagnetic volume 

fraction was chosen to be 20 vol-% for all compositions, for CuFeNi and CrFeCo in addition 

40 vol-%. The investigated alloys with their compositions in weight percentage are listed in 

Table 1. 

 

Nominal 

Composition 
Pressure 

Deformation 

Temperature 

Rotational 

Speed 

Number of 

Turns 

wt-% GPa °C 1/min - 

Ag83Co17 5 RT 1.28 100 

Ag84Fe16 5 RT 1.28 100 

Ag84Fe12Co4 5 RT 1.28 100 

 5 300 1.28 100 

Cu82Fe12Co6 5 RT 1.28 100 

Cu80Fe10Ni10 5 RT 1.28 100 

Cu60Fe20Ni20 5 RT 1.28 100 

Cr78Fe16Co6 7.5 RT 0.63 4; 8 

 7.5 400 0.63 2 

Cr64Fe27Co9 7.5 RT 0.63 10; 20 

 7.5 400 0.63 1; 2; 5 

 

Table 1: Elemental compositions of the three investigated alloy systems with the 

corresponding HPT deformation process parameters. 
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The Ag-based and Cu-based compositions were produced by the powder route. In the first 

step, the pure elemental metal powders were mixed to the desired composition in a glove 

box. This glove box is filled with an Ar atmosphere to prevent contamination and oxidation of 

the metal powders. The elemental powders used for the powder route are listed in Table 2. In 

the second step, the powder blends of each composition were pre-compacted hydrostatically 

in Ar atmosphere to obtain a bulk sample. For this purpose, a Cu-ring (2.5 mm height and 

10 mm diameter) was placed concentrically in the cavity (0.3 mm depth and 8 mm diameter) 

of an HPT steel anvil. The powder mixture was filled in this hollow space, then hydrostatically 

pressed and torqued by the second anvil of the HPT setup. For the HPT pre-compaction 

process, a pressure of 5 GPa and a rotational speed of 0.2 rpm was applied for 20 s at room 

temperature (RT) on each powder mixture. The obtained disc-shaped sample exhibits typically 

a height of about 1 mm and a diameter of 8 mm.  

 

Powder Material Purity/% Manufacturer Particle Size/µm Mesh 

Ag 99.9 Alfa Aesar <25 -500 

Co 99.998 Alfa Aesar Puratronic <30 -22 

Cu 99.9 Alfa Aesar 37-88 170+400 

Fe 99.9 MaTeck 74-149 -100+200 

Ni 99.9 Alfa Aesar 3-7 -3+6 

 

As will be shown later, the harder Co and Fe particles did not properly co-deform in the softer 

Ag-matrix during the HPT deformation process. To enhance the co-deformability and thus the 

refinement of the ferromagnetic phase in Ag-Fe and Ag-Fe-Co during the HPT process, the 

initial elemental powders were heat treated or ball-milled before the HPT pre-compaction 

process. The idea behind this additional processing step was to harden the soft Ag powder by 

ball milling and to soften the harder Co and Fe powder by annealing, respectively. For that 

purpose, the Co and the Fe powder were exposed to a vacuum annealing for 1h at 650°C with 

a subsequent furnace cooling in a vacuum furnace by Xerion. The Ag powder was ball-milled 

in an Ar atmosphere for 1h at low energy (100 rpm). The ball-milling treatment was performed 

in a Retsch Planetary Ball Mill PM400. The grinding ball to powder ratio was 10:1, whereby 

20 g bigger and 80 g smaller steel balls were used. This powder pre-treatment of ball milling 

(of Ag) and vacuum annealing (of Fe and FeCo) is abbreviated with BMVA. To compare the 

Table 2: Elemental powder materials for the powder route. 
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evolution of the microstructure and particle morphology of the powders, XRD and SEM have 

been carried out before and after the ball milling process.  

The Cr-based alloys were fabricated by the arc melting route to enhance the subsequent HPT 

deformation processability [37]. Again, the elemental materials (Cr-granules, Co-granules, and 

Fe-flakes) were mixed in an Ar atmosphere to the desired composition (see Table 1). The data 

of the used starting materials can be found in Table 3. The arc melting process of the granule 

composition took place in an AM200 device Edmund Buehler GmbH, whereby the ingot was 

turned and five times remelted in an Ar atmosphere. To receive the same initial sample 

geometry as in the powder route, cylinders with a diameter of 8 mm were cut out of the arc 

melted CrFeCo- ingot by electro-discharge machining. Before HPT deformation, the cylinders 

were cut into discs with a height of about 1 mm. 

 

Material Shape Purity/% Manufacturer Particle Size/mm 

Co Granules 99,99 HMW Hauner GmbH & Co. KG <20 

Cr Granules 99,8 HMW Hauner GmbH & Co. KG 1-4 

Fe Flakes 99,99 HMW Hauner GmbH & Co. KG <20 

 

3.2. HPT deformation and heat treatment 

For the granular GMR effect, a nonmagnetic matrix with finely dispersed ferromagnetic 

particles is necessary. For that purpose, all bulk samples produced by the arc melting route 

and the powder route, respectively, were severely deformed by HPT. Due to the high applied 

strain, it is possible to form supersaturated solid solutions or nanocomposites with a grain size 

in the UFG or even in the NC regime. Table 1 shows the HPT processing parameters, such as 

the applied pressure, deformation temperature, rotational speed, and the number of turns of 

the respective nominal composition. Due to the high brittleness of the Cr-based alloys, various 

combinations of deformation temperatures and number of turns were performed with the 

goal to obtain a crack-free specimen. For HPT at RT, the anvils were air-cooled to prevent 

sample heating. Basically, a cavity height of 0.2 mm and a diameter of 8 mm were chosen for 

each anvil of a set. After deformation, disc-shaped specimens with a diameter of 8 mm and 

heights between 0.40-0.60 mm were obtained. 

 

Table 3: Elemental materials for the arc melting route. 
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After deformation, the obtained bulk specimens were cut in half by a water-cooled diamond 

wire saw. One of these two halves was subsequently annealed. The subsequent heat 

treatment aimed to reach fine precipitation of the ferromagnetic phase out of the 

supersaturated solution. Thus, by comparing the two disc-halves, the influence of the 

annealing parameters on the microstructural evolution and magnetoresistive behavior can be 

investigated. In general, all heat treatments were performed according to the same scheme. 

First, the half samples were annealed at a specific temperature for a certain time (see Table 

4) in air (except the ones marked with an asterisk) and then subsequently quenched in water. 

For Cu-based alloys, several heat treatments were performed. For this purpose, the as-

deformed samples were cut as schematically shown in Figure 7 (c) to receive three instead of 

two MR samples from one HPT disc. The blue shaded areas represent thereby the MR samples. 

One of the MR samples stays in the as-deformed state acting as a reference sample, the other 

two were subsequently annealed. When annealing an MR sample, the outer segment of the 

disc was also annealed for further microstructural investigations. To prevent a high mass loss 

by oxidation at elevated annealing time-temperature ratios (60|600 min|°C and 

6000|400 min|°C), these Cu60Fe20Ni20 specimens were inserted in a glass capsule filled with 

Ar before annealing. 

 

Nominal 

Composition 
Time | Temperature 

wt-% min | °C 

Ag83Co17 - - - - - - - - 

Ag84Fe16 - - 60|400 - - - - - 

Ag84Fe12Co4 - - 60|400 - - - - - 

Cu82Fe12Co6 - - 60|400 - 10|500 - - - 

Cu80Fe10Ni10 - - 60|400 - 10|500 - - - 

Cu60Fe20Ni20 60|300 10|400 60|400 6000|400* 10|500 - 10|600 60|600* 

Cr78Fe16Co6 - - - - - 60|520 - - 

Cr64Fe27Co9 - - - - - 60|520 - - 

Table 4: Annealing duration and temperature carried out for the given nominal compositions. 

The specimens marked with an asterisk were encapsulated in a glass tube filled with Ar. 
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3.3. Characterization of the microstructure  

For better handling, the as-deformed and annealed specimen halves were embedded in resin 

or clamped in metal holders. Initial examinations of the microstructure were carried out by an 

Olympus BX51 optical light microscope (LM). However, the LM was only used for overview 

images, because its resolution is not sufficient to capture the NC structure of the specimen. 

Therefore, a SEM was used, which enables a much higher resolution. Both, LM and SEM image 

acquisition, were conducted in the tangential sample direction, which is schematically shown 

in Figure 7 (a). 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Schematic illustration of the positions, where 

(a) measurements for microstructural characterization were carried 

out at a half HPT disc and (b) MR samples were cut out of a half HPT 

disc. (c) Optimization of the maximum number of MR samples (blue 

shaded), which can be cut out of a whole HPT disc. The orange arrow 

indicates the direction and position where SEM micrographs were 

taken at the annealed disc segments. 
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LM images were taken of the whole sample cross-section. For the SEM micrograph acquisition, 

a Zeiss Leo 1525 SEM was used and an acceleration voltage of 20 kV and an aperture size of 

60 µm were adjusted. To correlate the observed microstructure to the applied strain, sets of 

micrographs were acquired along the radial direction. They were taken in 1 mm increments 

from radius 0-3 mm at the half sample height using a backscattered electron (BSE) detector. 

In the case of annealed MR samples, the outer segment of the disc was investigated (see 

Figure 7 (c)). Thereby, micrographs were only taken in the radial direction at the center of the 

cross-section (orange arrow). The cross-section center of each disc segment corresponds to a 

radius of about 2.5-3 mm. 

To examine the actual occurring chemical composition, energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 

(EDX) was performed using a Bruker XFlash 6|60 device for all as-deformed samples at a radius 

of 3 mm. For samples with a homogeneous microstructure, the composition (expressed in 

weight percentage) was averaged from 30 measuring points. In the case of an inhomogeneous 

microstructure, the composition was averaged from the measured area. 

To investigate the constituting crystallographic phases after HPT deformation and subsequent 

annealing treatments, XRD measurements were carried out using a BRUKER D2 Phaser. The 

sample was radiated in the axial sample direction (see Figure 7 (a)) with a Co - Kα source, 

which produces photons with a wavelength of λ = 0.178897 nm. The 1D detector measured 

the XRD pattern in a range of 45°≤ 2θ ≤ 105°, whereby θ is the Bragg-angle. For enhanced 

statistical recording, the sample was rotated with a rotational speed of 15 rpm and measured 

with 1485 steps and 5 seconds per step. XRD measurements were carried out on half HPT discs 

and in addition directly on the MR samples. To reduce background radiation, the polymer 

substrate was replaced by a single-crystalline Si substrate and the MR samples were fixed with 

petroleum jelly instead of plasticine.  

To verify, at which radius the grain refinement reaches a steady-state, microhardness 

measurements were carried out in the tangential direction along the sample radii by using a 

Buehler Micromet 5102. A constant load of 200 g, 300 g, or 500 g was applied to the Vickers 

indenter for the Ag-, Cu-, and Cr-based samples, respectively. The indents were performed in 

increments of 0.25 mm starting at the middle position of the sample up to a radius of 3.5 mm. 

This is shown schematically in Figure 7 (a). Furthermore, microhardness values were used to 

determine, at which position the MR samples had to be cut out of the HPT disc as the MR 

sample has to be taken from a region where microstructural saturation is reached. A steady-

state of hardness values occurs above a radius of 1 mm for all as-deformed samples as 

schematically indicated in Figure 8 for as-deformed Cu82Fe12Co6. The shear strain values in 

Figure 8 were calculated according to equation (4) with a constant sample thickness of 

0.33 mm after deformation of 100 turns at RT.  
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Therefore, to ensure a homogeneous deformed microstructure, the distance of the extracted 

MR specimen is 1.5 mm or more from the center of the HPT specimen (see Figure 7 (b) and 

(c)). 

 

3.4. Magnetoresistance measurement 

This master thesis aims to produce bulk material alloys by HPT deformation, which exhibit the 

granular GMR effect. For resistivity measurements, a long and thin specimen is necessary, 

which exhibits a homogeneously deformed microstructure with small ferromagnetic particles. 

As above mentioned, a saturation of hardness values occurs above a radius of 1.5 mm. This 

indicates that the microstructure does not change above this radius. However, the size of the 

existing MR measurement setup is limited, which requires a minimum sample length of about 

6 mm and a width of about 1 mm. To reach such a sample size and to accomplish a 

homogeneous microstructure, MR samples were cut out either at a distance of 1.5 mm 

parallel to the center cross-section axis of the as-deformed and annealed disc halves (see 

Figure 7 (b)) or inclined at an angle of 60° (see Figure 7 (c)) to maximize the number of MR 

samples. Using the first method, a mean length of 6.9 mm can be reached, which is enough to 

fix the sample in the dedicated sample holder. After cutting, thinning of the sample in the axial 

direction is necessary to ensure a large voltage drop, yielding a better quality of the 

magnetoresistive results.  

Figure 8: Steady-state of microhardness values 

of as-deformed Cu82Fe12Co6 as a function of 

the sample radius r and consequently of the 

shear strain γ. 
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The specimen is mechanically ground from both sides until the sample thickness reaches 

approximately 100 µm. This ensures furthermore that the oxide layer possibly formed on the 

annealed samples is removed and that all MR samples exhibit the same geometry of about 

7 x 1 x 0.1 mm3 (length x height x thickness).  

In the case of Cu60Fe20Ni20, several heat treatments were carried out. To achieve more MR 

samples from one as-deformed HPT sample, the HPT disc was cut as shown in Figure 7 (c). Two 

of the three obtained samples were exposed to a heat treatment. The third one was left in the 

as-deformed state to have a comparison to all annealed samples. Furthermore, it is possible 

to check whether the MR measurement is consistent for different as-deformed specimens of 

the same composition and the same HPT processing parameters. 

The magnetic field-dependent resistivity of the investigated materials was determined using 

a Bruker B-E 30 electromagnet. This magnet has two concentric pole pieces with a diameter 

of 176 mm, which are separated by a 50 mm air gap (see Figure 9 (f)). In this gap, the MR 

measurement setup is placed. The used electromagnet can be supplied with a maximal current 

of 200 A, which corresponds to a magnetic field of about 22.5 kOe. The magnetic field values, 

which are dependent on the applied current, were measured by a Lakeshore Model 475 DSP 

Gaussmeter. It is necessary to note that the saturation field of most materials occurs at much 

higher fields or for the achievable field at much lower temperatures. Stückler et. al showed 

that small Fe particles in as-deformed Fe-Cu, which would be also necessary for an enhanced 

granular GMR effect, do not saturate magnetically, even at an applied field of 70 kOe at 300 K 

[38]. Therefore, the given GMR values in this thesis refer to the maximum field of 22.5 kOe 

and not to the saturation field. The electromagnet power supply by Bruker B-MN 170/200R 

was water-cooled by a Bruker B-MT 15/40 heat exchanger to prevent overheating. The 

actuated electromagnet was controlled automatically by a provided SciLab script. In this script 

current values of 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 80, 100, 120, 160, 200 A were set for magnetization, 

and the same values backward for demagnetization of the sample. The current values were 

chosen to receive about evenly distributed magnetic fields from 0 kOe to 22.5 kOe. For data 

evaluation, only the magnetic fields were considered which correspond to the current values 

for increasing magnetization. In addition, the SciLab script was also used for data recording of 

the current applied to the MR sample and the voltage drop. 

Before starting the measurement, the MR sample was attached to a MR measurement setup 

(four-point probe method) designed by Mirjam Spuller (see Figure 9 (c)-(f)). The MR sample is 

positioned above the holes (where the pins for voltage measurement are located) and then 

fixed to the specimen stage with the Cu-blocks (for current supply) as shown in Figure 9 (d). 

Thus, these pins are movable in the vertical direction due to springs.  
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The red arrow indicates the direction of the current, which is applied to the specimen via the 

Cu-blocks. Basically, a direct current of maximum 1 A was applied by a KEITHLEY model 2400 

source meter. The set current depends on the specific resistance and the geometry of the 

sample. Thus, before applying a magnetic field, for each sample, the current was adjusted until 

a voltage drop of about 5 mV was reached between the measuring pins. Using the maximum 

current for low conducting samples might lead to undesired heating of the MR sample. After 

fixing, a sample counter hold tool is positioned between the Cu-blocks, as shown in Figure 9 

(e). Then, the counter hold tool together with the sample stage is brought down with a locking 

screw until the voltage needles have sufficient contact with the sample. The counter hold tool 

prevents bending of the thin MR samples, thus providing constant contact between pins and 

sample. After attaching the sample, the MR measurement setup was placed between the pole 

pieces. To probe the isotropic magnetoresistive behavior, the setup must be rotated until the 

current direction of the sample is either perpendicular or parallel to the magnetic field as 

shown in Figure 9 (a) and (b).  

 

 

Figure 9: (a)-(b) Schematic illustration of the orientation of current I (red arrow) and magnetic 

field H (green arrows). (c)-(e) Schematic representation of the MR measurement setup: (1) 

locking screw (2) movable pins for voltage measurement (3) Cu-blocks for fixing the MR 

sample and applying current on the sample (4) MR sample clamped between sample table 

and Cu-blocks (5) sample counter hold tool (6) sample table. (f): MR measurement setup 

between conical pole pieces. (7) encapsulated Hall-probe. 
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To determine the GMR behavior, two measurements must be performed. First, the long side 

of the sample (and thus the current) was aligned perpendicular, and second, parallel to the 

magnetic field, as schematically shown in Figure 9 (a) and (b), respectively. The essential part 

of the measurement is the determination of the voltage changes with an increasing magnetic 

field. Voltage drops are recorded using a Keithley model 2000 multimeter. The values of the 

resistivity are calculated according to equation (1), whereby the length of the specimen L is 

replaced by the distance between the pins for voltage measurement. In this measurement 

setup, the pins have a constant distance of 3.1 mm. The GMR data, which are displayed in the 

results chapter, are calculated according to equation (3) 
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4. Results and discussion 

In this chapter, the results of the investigated Cu-, Ag-, and Cr-based compositions are 

presented. To avoid confusion, the compositions herein are referred to as nominal 

compositions and not actual compositions. The actual occurring composition was measured 

in each case at r = 3 mm using EDX. In general, the microstructure was investigated by using 

LM and SEM. LM was used for overview images of the HPT sample cross-section in the 

tangential direction. These images can be found in the appendix. SEM was used in BSE-mode 

to investigate the microstructure of the as-deformed and subsequent annealed samples in the 

tangential direction along the radii in more detail. The here shown as-deformed Cu-, Ag-, and 

Cr-based compositions were deformed with 100 turns at RT and the respective SEM 

micrographs were acquired in tangential direction at r = 3 mm in BSE mode unless otherwise 

stated.  

A reference measurement was carried out to validate the measurement accuracy of the MR 

setup. The reference measurement was conducted on a severely deformed tungsten sheet 

(25 µm thickness) using the same parameters as for the later measured HPT samples. As 

shown in Figure 10, tungsten exhibits a constant electrical resistivity with an increasing field 

for both orientations of I to H. 

 

 

Figure 10: Change in electrical resistivity in 

dependency of the applied magnetic field of a 

severely deformed tungsten sheet. 
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Basically, in all GMR diagrams in this thesis, a perpendicular orientation is indicated with 

crosses and a parallel orientation with circles as data points. As was to be expected, pure 

tungsten does not exhibit a GMR behavior, due to its paramagnetic properties. Furthermore, 

a value of electrical resistivity of 0.067 Ω m2 m-1 was obtained for tungsten at H = 0 for both 

field directions at RT. This value is in good accordance with the literature values, which are in 

the range of 0.059 Ω m2 m-1 to 0.083 Ω m2 m-1 at 20°C [39]. Therefore, it can be assumed that 

the measured resistivity values and consequently also the evaluated GMR values are valid.  
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4.1. Cu-based compositions 

 

4.1.1. Results of Cu82Fe12Co6 

As shown in Figure 11 (a), a homogeneous microstructure in the NC regime could be reached 

for Cu82Fe12Co6 after deformation for 100 turns at RT. Due to the Z-contrast, particles or 

phases in the BSE mode appear brighter the higher the atomic mass (or atomic number) of 

the respective element. Thus, Co- and Fe-particles appear darker than Cu-particles, which 

occur grayish. However, there is only a small difference between the atomic numbers of Co 

and Fe, therefore an exact identification is not possible. Moreover, superimposing channeling 

contrast is also present. The low phase-contrast indicates a good intermixing of the phases. 

The additional annealing for 1h at 400°C and 10min at 500°C, respectively, does not change 

the grain size significantly, as can be seen in Figure 11 (b) and (c). However, a higher number 

of small finely distributed black particles are observed in Figure 11 (b) compared to (a) and (c). 

These can be identified as ferromagnetic particles (Fe or Co) due to Z-contrast.  

 

 

The averaged chemical composition of this sample was determined by using EDX, consisting 

of 78.0 wt% Cu, 15.8 wt% Fe, and 6.2 wt% Co. 

XRD measurements were performed to study the constituting crystallographic phases of 

Cu82Fe12Co6. Figure 12 and Figure 13 show on the left side the results and on the right side the 

corresponding sample positions, where the XRD measurements were carried out. To resolve 

even small particles, a logarithmic scale of normalized intensities of measured patterns was 

used as a function of the Bragg-angle 2θ. For this purpose, the measured XRD patterns of the 

compositions were compared to the calculated diffraction patterns of the individual elements: 

Cu-fcc, Fe-bcc, and Co-hcp. However, Edalati et al. showed that HPT deformation of pure Co 

can affect an allotropic phase transformation of hcp to fcc when the grain size can be reduced 

Figure 11: SEM micrographs of Cu82Fe12Co6 for different annealing states (a) as-deformed (100 

turns at RT), (b) 1h at 400°C, and (c) 10min at 500°C (taken in the radial direction). 
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down to the nanometer regime so that a fcc and a distorted hcp structure coexist together 

[40]. Thus, Co-fcc was considered as well. 

As can be seen in Figure 12, peaks appear at Bragg-angles which correspond to the calculated 

patterns of Cu-fcc and Fe-bcc, thus showing a dual-phase structure.  

 

 

However, Co-hcp peaks do not occur in the pattern. It can be assumed, that Co-hcp 

transformed during deformation to Co-fcc. A slight deviation of the Cu-fcc peaks of the as-

deformed sample (black pattern) to their calculated pattern position might be explained by 

supersaturation of the Cu-matrix with Co. In both patterns, the intensity of Cu-fcc peaks is also 

higher than Fe-bcc peaks, which correlates with the chemical composition of the as-deformed 

sample. Since annealing promotes phase separation, the intensity of the Fe-bcc peaks of the 

annealed sample (red pattern) is supposed to be higher than those of the as-deformed sample 

(black pattern). Nevertheless, the annealed sample shows a lower intensity of Fe-bcc peaks in 

comparison. However, this behavior can be explained by the sample positions, where the XRD 

measurements were carried out. The as-deformed sample (black shaded in Figure 12 – right) 

was measured at sample radii of 0 mm < r < 4 mm (half HPT disk), while the annealed sample 

Figure 12: XRD patterns of as-deformed and annealed Cu82Fe12Co6 taken in the axial direction 

at half HPT discs (left). Schematic illustration of a HPT disc and the approximate sample 

positions (red and black shaded areas) where the respective measurement was performed 

(right). 
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was measured at higher radii of 1 mm < r < 4 mm (red shaded in Figure 12 – right). According 

to equation (4), lower radii correspond to lower shear strain values and therefore to less 

deformation in the center of the sample. Consequently, a higher occurrence of the Fe-bcc 

phase is observed in the as-deformed sample is, which is due to less phase intermixing in this 

low deformation area. This area is indicated by the dotted circle (r = 1 mm) on the right side 

of Figure 12. The peaks in Figure 12 at Bragg-angles of approximately 46°, 55°, and 57° do not 

agree with any calculated Cu, Co, and Fe patterns. They arise from plasticine, which was used 

to fix samples on a polymer substrate. It is possible, that the used plasticine contains 

diffracting particles. However, peaks at these positions were not observed in Figure 13, where 

the samples were fixed with petroleum jelly on a single-crystalline Si substrate. Moreover, 

background radiation could be reduced. 

In contrast to Figure 12, representing the XRD results of Cu82Fe12Co6 performed on HPT disc 

halves, Figure 13 shows XRD measurements, performed directly on the MR samples. As can 

be seen on the left side of Figure 13, a single-phase fcc structure is visible for the as-deformed 

Cu82Fe12Co6 MR sample (black pattern). The stripe-shaped MR samples (blue shaded in Figure 

13 – right) were extracted out of the HPT disc halves and cover radii higher than 1.5 mm.  

 

 

Figure 13: XRD patterns of as-deformed and annealed Cu82Fe12Co6 taken in the axial direction 

at MR samples (left). Schematic illustration of a HPT disc and the approximate positions (blue 

shaded areas) of the MR samples (right). 
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Compared to the results of the initial as-deformed sample (covering also lower radii) in Figure 

12, no Fe-bcc peaks are present in the as-deformed MR sample in Figure 13. This indicates a 

formation of a supersaturated solid solution at r > 1.5 mm, although Co-Cu and Fe-Cu are 

immiscible systems at equilibrium conditions [34]. Another possible explanation is that the 

measured intensity of Fe-bcc peaks may be so low that they disappear in the background 

radiation. After annealing the samples (red and blue patterns in Figure 13 – left), Fe-bcc peaks 

occurred, which indicate Fe precipitation. Furthermore, annealing resulted in a slight 

narrowing of full width at half maximum (FWHM). This indicates slight grain growth, which is 

in good accordance with the BSE micrographs in Figure 11. A somewhat higher intensity was 

detected for the Fe-bcc peak at 2θ ≈ 52° for the for 10min at 500°C compared to the one for 

1h at 400°C, indicating a higher amount of Fe precipitation.  

In Figure 14, the decrease of resistivity in dependency of the applied magnetic field is shown. 

As-deformed (blue data points) and annealed (green and red data points) Cu82Fe12Co6 samples 

exhibit a linear negative decrease of resistivity values with increasing magnetic field for both 

I to H directions. Moreover, Cu82Fe12Co6 exhibits an isotropic GMR behavior in each state, 

which is indicated by the small difference between the perpendicular and parallel 

measurements. At a maximum applied field of 22.5 kOe, a GMR of about 1.1 % could be 

reached for the as-deformed state.  

 

 

Figure 14: Decrease in resistivity in dependency of 

the applied magnetic field of Cu82Fe12Co6 after 

different annealing states. 
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For the occurrence of a granular GMR effect, interfaces between magnetic and nonmagnetic 

phases are required. From XRD-data, these interfaces are not expected to be present. 

However, a granular GMR effect was measured for the as-deformed sample, despite exhibiting 

a single-phase fcc structure. Stückler et. al showed with atom probe tomography 

measurements, that intermixing of Fe and Cu on an atomic scale can be obtained after HPT 

deformation when the Fe-content is between 7 wt% and 25 wt% with some Fe particles still 

remaining in the Cu-matrix [38]. It is evident out of the MR results in Figure 14 that magnetic-

nonmagnetic interfaces must be present in the as-deformed sample, though are so small that 

they cannot be detected by low energy XRD. Subsequent annealing led in each case to an 

amplification of the GMR amplitude. The highest GMR of approximately 1.45 % at 22.5 kOe 

could be reached after annealing of 1h at 400°C (red data points in Figure 14).  

Compared to literature values, a GMR of approximately 15 % was observed for ball-milled 

Cu80Fe14Co6 powder annealed for 1h at 415°C. It should be mentioned that this GMR value 

was estimated out of Fig.3 at H ≈ 22 kOe in reference [41]. Furthermore, the annealed 

composition reaches even higher GMR values up to 16 % at fields of 50 kOe and shows a 

saturation behavior [41]. Though, it must be mentioned, that the MR measurements in the 

literature were carried out at a temperature of 5 K, where higher GMR values are accessible 

at the same fields compared to measurements at RT. As can be seen in Figure 14, no saturation 

in GMR occurs for Cu82Fe12Co6 in the range of 0 kOe to 22.5 kOe, even for the annealed 

samples. This behavior could be caused by local magnetic disorders, due to a transition from 

ferromagnetic to superparamagnetic behavior, when the particle size of the magnetic 

particles falls below a critical size. On the one hand, such a superparamagnetic transition 

results in a decrease of scattering and consequently of the GMR amplitude. On the other hand, 

a total transition to a superparamagnetic behavior results in no hysteresis and zero coercivity. 

It can be assumed, due to literature values [41], that a saturation behavior could be reached 

for Cu82Fe12Co6 at much higher applied magnetic fields. In addition, increasing the annealing 

temperature while keeping the time constant can reduce coercivity but at the expense of the 

GMR amplitude. 
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4.1.2.  Results of Cu60Fe20Ni20 

The microstructure of as-deformed and annealed Cu60Fe20Ni20 is shown in the SEM 

micrographs in Figure 15 (a)-(i). The as-deformed sample (see Figure 15 (a)-(c)) exhibits a 

homogeneously deformed microstructure at any scale and the obtained grain size is in the NC 

regime. 

 

 

The obtained microstructure after subsequent annealing at different annealing temperatures 

and durations is shown in Figure 15 (d)-(i). In comparison to the as-deformed state (c), 

annealing for 1h at 300°C (d) and 400°C (e) caused barely noticeable grain growth. The 

achieved microstructure is somewhat coarser for higher annealing durations, 100h at 400°C 

Figure 15: SEM micrographs of the microstructure of Cu60Fe20Ni20 for different annealing 

states. The micrographs in (a) – (c) show the as-deformed state at different magnifications. 

The following micrographs show the microstructure after annealing of (d) 1h at 300°C, (e) 1h 

at 400°C, (f) 100h at 400°C, (g) 10min at 500°C, (h) 10min at 600°C, and (i) 1h at 600°C. The 

micrographs (a)-(c) were taken in the tangential direction and (d)-(i) in the radial direction at 

r = 3 mm in BSE mode. 
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(f), and higher annealing temperatures, 500°C - 600°C (g)-(i). However, a homogeneous NC 

microstructure was retained in each case, even at the highest annealing temperature for 1h 

at 600°C (see Figure 15 (i)). Due to small changes in grain size, the microstructure of 

Cu60Fe20Ni20 shows high-temperature stability up to 600°C, corresponding to a homologous 

temperature of 0.64 of Cu. An even better thermal stability (homologous temperature of 0.71) 

was found for HPT-processed Ag with nanocarbon reinforcements [42]. The coarsest 

microstructure was obtained for the longest annealing duration of 100h at 400°C (see Figure 

15 (f)). However, the grain sizes are still in the NC regime. In the micrographs, Cu-particles are 

supposed to appear brightest and Fe-particles darkest, whereby Ni-particles exhibit a phase-

contrast between Cu and Fe due to Z-contrast. Nevertheless, an exact identification between 

Ni and Cu is not possible due to the small difference in atomic numbers. Moreover, 

superimposing channeling contrast is also present. The annealed samples only show a slightly 

higher phase contrast than the as-deformed sample, which indicates that the phase 

separation process is in the early stages. 

The micrographs in Figure 15 correspond to three different samples with the same nominal 

composition. Therefore, EDX measurements were carried out on all of these three samples in 

the as-deformed state at r=3 mm. Sample 08 consists of 62.4 wt% Cu, 19.2 wt% Fe, and 

18.5 wt% Ni and corresponds to Figure 15 (a)-(c), (e), and (g). Sample 20 consists of 

59.6 wt% Cu, 21.4 wt% Fe, and 19 wt% Ni and corresponds to Figure 15 (f) and (i). Sample 22 

consists of 60.5 wt% Cu, 20.6 wt% Fe, and 18.9 wt% Ni and corresponds to Figure 15 (d) and 

(h). The powder fabrication route via HPT is thus a suitable process regarding reproducibility 

since the deviations from the nominal composition are small. 

Figure 16 shows a qualitative XRD analysis of constituting phases after different annealing of 

as-deformed Cu60Fe20Ni20 MR samples. For the phase analysis, measured XRD patterns of the 

compositions were compared to the calculated diffraction patterns of the individual elements: 

Cu-fcc, Fe-bcc, and Ni-fcc. A single-phase fcc structure consisting of mainly Cu-fcc was reached 

for as-deformed Cu60Fe20Ni20 (black pattern), as illustrated in Figure 16. No peaks appear at 

the Fe-bcc and Ni-fcc positions neither in the as-deformed state nor in the annealed states, as 

shown in Figure 16. 
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However, the EDX measurements confirm the presence of Fe and Ni in the samples. Therefore, 

one can assume that Fe and Ni are dissolved in the fcc Cu-matrix. The annealing leads to a 

peak narrowing, especially for 100h at 400°C and 1h at 600°C. This indicates grain growth and 

correlates with the BSE micrographs in Figure 15. In addition, XRD measurements confirm the 

high-temperature stability of the Cu60Fe20Ni20 alloy, since no phase separation occurs, even 

after annealing at 1h at 600°C. 

All as-deformed Cu60Fe20Ni20 samples, named numbers 08, 20, and 22 (corresponding to 

Figure 17 (a), (b), and (c), respectively) show a linear drop in resistivity with increasing 

magnetic field. The as-deformed samples (blue data points) in Figure 17 (b) and (c) show a 

higher deviation from perfect isotropic GMR behavior than the as-deformed sample in (a). In 

general, a higher decrease of resistivity values was measured when the applied field was 

perpendicularly oriented to the current. This behavior could be caused by different reasons. 

On the one hand, the obtained grain shape may differ from a perfect globular shape. Due to 

shear deformation, the obtained grains exhibit perhaps an ellipsoidal shape. Scattering occurs 

at ferromagnetic-nonmagnetic interfaces and is thus dependent on the cross-sectional area 

of the particles. Since an elongated particle exhibits different cross-sectional areas in the 

longitudinal and transversal directions, the scattering can be influenced by the orientation of 

the applied field to the current. 

Figure 16: XRD patterns of Cu60Fe20Ni20 for different annealing states. The 

measurement was conducted on MR samples. 
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On the other hand, the ferromagnetic content is approximately 40 wt%. A higher 

ferromagnetic content favors the formation of multiple domains e.g., large ferromagnetic 

particles or large percolating domains of a ferromagnetic-rich phase. Thus, a co-existing of the 

AMR and GMR effect is possible, due to multidomain granules do not contribute to the GMR 

[43]. For the parallel field measurement at a field of 22.5 kOe, all as-deformed samples show 

perfect agreement of GMR values of 1.84 %, 1.85 %, and 1.80 %, respectively. GMR values of 

1.80 %, 1.96 %, and 2.39 %, respectively, were reached at the same applied field for the 

perpendicular field measurement. The small deviations of the GMR values of the as-deformed 

Figure 17: Decrease in resistivity in dependency of the applied magnetic field of Cu60Fe20Ni20 

for different annealing states. The results in (a), (b), and (c) correspond to three different 

samples with the same nominal composition, numbered 08, 20, and 22, respectively. 
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samples in parallel field direction justify the calculation of a mean value. The mean GMR of 

1.83 % ± 0.02 % is illustrated as a gray checkered bar in Figure 18 (b). However, the difference 

between the reached GMR values at 22.5 kOe of the different as-deformed samples in Figure 

17 (a)-(c) is higher for the perpendicular field measurements. Especially, as-deformed sample 

22 in Figure 17 (c) exhibits a higher deviation. Nevertheless, the mean GMR of 2.05 % ± 0.25 % 

was formed for a better comparison of the results, which is displayed as a checkered bar in 

Figure 18 (a). Moreover, the small deviations in GMR (for the parallel field measurement) 

between the three as-deformed Cu60Fe20Ni20 samples indicate, that a similar grain size must 

be obtained after deformation. As a result, good reproducibility of the granular GMR effect 

could be achieved for the as-deformed state. Thus, it is possible to tune GMR values by 

adjusting the ferromagnetic particle size with proper annealing. The as-deformed and 

annealed samples (1h at 300°C and 1h at 400°C) show a linear decrease of GMR values and 

thus no saturation behavior. An increase of GMR amplitude could be achieved by annealing 

for 1h at 400°C. At higher annealing temperatures or for longer annealing times (100h at 

400°C, 10min at 500°C, 10min at 600°C, and 1h at 600°C) the GMR curves deviate from the 

linear shape and show a tendency to a saturation behavior. However, at these annealing 

conditions, a reduction of GMR amplitudes was obtained compared to the as-deformed state.  

For better comparability, the GMR values occurring at 22.5 kOe in Figure 17 were displayed as 

absolute values for the perpendicular and parallel orientation of H to I in Figure 18 (a) and (b), 

respectively. Figure 18 (b) clearly shows that the parallel measurements lead to smaller GMR 

values compared to perpendicular measurements. In comparison to the as-deformed state, 

increasing annealing temperatures affect an increase of the GMR amplitudes up to 400°C. For 

1h at 400°C the highest GMR values of 2.45 % and 2.15 % were observed for perpendicular 

and parallel orientation, respectively. This increase in GMR is related to an increase in spin-

dependent interface scattering, arising from uniform precipitation of small ferromagnetic 

particles out of the Cu-matrix. Such precipitation was observed in the BSE micrograph in Figure 

15 (e). An increase of the annealing duration (100h at 400°C) results in a significant reduction 

of the GMR amplitude to 0.69 % (perpendicular) and 0.51 % (parallel). Annealing 

temperatures above 400°C affect a decrease of GMR amplitudes compared to the as-

deformed state. This behavior is caused by a coarsening of the microstructure and correlates 

with the observed XRD measurements (Figure 16) and micrographs (Figure 15). The smallest 

GMR, 0.64 % (perpendicular) and 0.50 % (parallel), was observed for annealing for 

1h at 600°C, which is nearly equivalent to the GMR values of the 100h at 400°C annealed 

sample.  
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In comparison to the literature [16], a GMR ≈ 2.4 % was observed at similar conditions (RT 

measurement up to H = 20 kOe) in spinodal decomposed Cu60Fe20Ni20 films. It should be 

mentioned, that this value was estimated out of Fig.5 from reference [16]. These spinodal 

decomposed films were fabricated by magnetron sputtering. However, higher GMR values of 

6.5 % were reached in this work for applied fields up to 60 kOe, whereby the GMR curve does 

not saturate even at the maximum applied field. Therefore, it can be assumed that increased 

GMR amplitudes can be achieved by increasing the strength of the applied field. Furthermore, 

a RT GMR of about 5 % was reported for bulk as-deformed Cu60Fe20Ni20 at 60 kOe [17]. In 

comparison, a resistivity decrease of only 0.6 % was reported for as-received Cu60Fe20Ni20 

(~50 nm ferromagnetic particle size) at the maximum applied field. Hence, a deformation of 

the bulk led to an incredible increase of granular GMR by decreasing the ferromagnetic 

particle size to 1.5 nm. For better comparability with this work, the GMR value was estimated 

out of Fig.2 from [17] at almost the same applied field. The GMR amplitude is approximately 

2.2 % at 20 kOe for 1.5 nm ferromagnetic particle size.  

The measured GMR of 2.45 % (perpendicular) in this thesis is somewaht higher than the 

reported RT GMR values in reference [16,17]. Nevertheless, Cu60Fe20Ni20 is not suitable for 

GMR-based sensor applications since a large change in resistivity is only achieved at high 

magnetic fields. Moreover, a saturation behavior of GMR was not observed even at 22.5 kOe.  

  

Figure 18: Comparison of the absolute GMR values of Cu60Fe20Ni20 for different annealing 

durations and temperatures. The orientation of the current to the applied magnetic field is in 

(a) perpendicular and (b) parallel. In both charts, the GMR values correspond to an applied 

field of 22.5 kOe. For better clarity, the as-deformed sample is checkered and those samples 

whose annealing time deviates from 1h are illustrated hatched. 
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4.1.3. Results of Cu80Fe10Ni10 

For better comparability between the different Cu-based compositions, Cu80Fe10Ni10 was 

exposed to the same heat treatment as Cu82Fe12Co6 and Cu60Fe20Ni20 in previous chapters. The 

microstructure of as-deformed and annealed Cu80Fe10Ni10 is shown in the SEM micrographs in 

Figure 19. A homogeneous NC microstructure was reached in each state.  

 

 

In the micrographs, Cu-particles are supposed to appear brightest and Fe-particles darkest, 

whereby Ni-particles exhibit a phase-contrast between Cu and Fe due to Z-contrast. 

Nevertheless, an exact identification between Cu and Ni is not possible due to the small 

difference in atomic numbers. Moreover, superimposing channeling contrast is also present. 

The subsequent annealing for 1h at 400°C and 10min at 500°C (Figure 19 (b) and (c)) result in 

insignificant grain growth. The quite high phase-contrast compared to the as-deformed 

sample indicates phase separation. However, the process is in the early stages. The 

microstructure of 1h at 400°C annealed sample (Figure 19 (b)) exhibits artifacts originating 

from sample preparation such as grind and polishing. The two crossing lines are scratches and 

the black globular-shaped particles with white borders are charged residuals on the sample 

surface.  

The averaged chemical composition of this sample was determined using EDX, consisting of 

84.4 wt% Cu, 6.8 wt% Fe, and 8.8 wt% Ni. 

Figure 20 shows the XRD patterns of Cu80Fe10Ni10 in the as-deformed and annealed state. XRD 

measurements were performed on MR samples (red and green patterns, labeled with (MR)) 

and on disc halves (black and blue patterns). The MR samples exhibit a single-phase fcc 

structure in the as-deformed and annealed states (red and green patterns in Figure 20). Since 

no Fe-bcc peaks appear, it can be assumed that Fe is dissolved in the fcc matrix. As already 

demonstrated in chapter 4.1.1, more peaks can occur when the XRD measurement is 

performed on a half HPT disc instead of a MR sample, due to less deformation (and thus less 

Figure 19: SEM micrographs of Cu80Fe10Ni10 for different annealing states (a) as-deformed (100 

turns at RT), (b) 1h at 400°C, and (c) 10min at 500°C (taken in radial direction). 
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intermixing) at lower sample radii. As illustrated in Figure 20, a weak Fe-bcc peak appears at 

2θ ≈ 52° in the as-deformed sample (black pattern), resulting from a dual-phase structure, 

consisting mainly of Cu-fcc and small amounts of Fe-bcc. It should be noted that the patterns 

of Ni-fcc and Fe-bcc nearly overlap at a Bragg-angle of 52°. However, the annealed sample at 

1h at 400°C (blue pattern) shows a single-phase fcc structure without Fe-bcc peaks. The same 

behavior already occurred in Cu82Fe12Co6 samples (see Figure 12), which can be explained by 

the radial dependent deformation and intermixing behavior.  

 

 

Cu82Fe12Co6 samples (see Figure 13) show phase separation after annealing. In comparison, 

Cu80Fe10Ni10 does not show a de-mixing of phases, though the samples were exposed to the 

same annealing parameters (see Figure 20). This indicates, that Cu80Fe10Ni10 exhibits higher 

single-phase stability than Cu82Fe12Co6. The green pattern (10min at 500°C) exhibits narrower 

peaks than the red pattern (as-deformed). This peak narrowing arises from grain growth and 

correlates with the micrographs in Figure 19.  

Figure 20: XRD patterns of Cu80Fe10Ni10 for different annealing states. 

Measurements with an (MR)-label were performed on a MR sample. The others 

were performed on half HPT discs. 
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MR measurements of as-deformed and annealed Cu80Fe10Ni10 are shown in Figure 21. The 

resistivity decreases in each case with an increasing magnetic field. All MR measurements 

show a perfect isotropic GMR behavior, i.e., the perpendicular and parallel measured values 

show almost no deviation from each other. The as-deformed sample (blue data points) shows 

a linear decrease in resistivity values with increasing field. A GMR of 0.6 % was reached at 

22.5 kOe for both H to I orientations.  

 

 

 

In comparison, as-deformed Cu82Fe12Co6 and Cu60Fe20Ni20 reached higher GMR amplitudes of 

1.1 % and 1.83 %, respectively. The subsequent annealing leads in both cases, 1h at 400°C and 

10min at 500°C, to an improvement of the GMR amplitude of Cu80Fe10Ni10 (Figure 21). A linear 

GMR dependency was observed for the 1h at 400°C annealed sample (red data points) with 

increasing field. The obtained GMR of 1.3 % at the maximum field is more than two times 

higher compared to the as-deformed state. Annealing for 10min at 500°C (green data points) 

results in a maximum GMR of approximately 2 %, which is more than a threefold amplification 

of the GMR amplitude. The 10min at 500°C sample shows a tendency of saturation behavior. 

The GMR values decrease nearly quadratically with increasing field. Thus, the change in 

resistivity correlates with the squared global relative magnetization according to equation (3), 

supposing its linear increase with applied magnetic field.  

Figure 21: Decrease in resistivity in dependency of 

the applied magnetic field of Cu80Fe10Ni10 after 

different annealing states. 
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The same heat treatment (10min at 500°C) resulted only in a weak raise of the GMR amplitude 

in Cu82Fe12Co6 (Figure 14) and a reduction of the GMR amplitude in Cu60Fe20Ni20 (Figure 17 (a)) 

compared to their as-deformed state. Annealing for 1h at 400°C had in each case a positive 

effect regarding the change in resistivity. 

In comparison to literature values [44], GMR values of 8 % were found in Cu80Fe10Ni10 ribbons. 

These ribbons were fabricated by melt spinning. An even higher GMR amplitude of 19 % could 

be achieved with subsequent annealing for 2h at 400°C. However, these values were 

measured at a temperature of 50 K and at a field of 70 kOe. Furthermore, the GMR curves 

saturate at lower applied fields when the measuring temperature decreases. In the work of 

Martins and Missell, additional RT MR measurements were carried out on as-casted 

Cu80Fe15Ni5 ribbons. This composition achieved a GMR of only about 0.2 % at RT for a field of 

20 kOe. This value was estimated out of Fig.3 in reference [44]. Consequently, an enlargement 

of GMR amplitudes is expected to occur at lower measuring temperatures and higher applied 

fields.  
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4.2. Ag-based compositions 

 

4.2.1. Results of Ag83Co17 

SEM micrographs in Figure 22 show the microstructure of as-deformed Ag83Co17. Due to Z-

contrast, Co appears darker than Ag in the micrographs. As can be seen in Figure 22 (a)-(c), 

residual Co particles (black) appear in different size distributions in the Ag-matrix (gray). The 

biggest particles exhibit a size in the range of 50 µm. However, the initial particle size of the 

used Co powder is smaller than 30 µm (see Table 2) and thus smaller than the observed 

particles in the Ag-matrix. The enlarged particles could arise from an agglomeration of Co-

particles during the mixing process of the powder composition. During powder consolidation, 

more dense and larger particles were formed.  

 

 

Evidently, the harder Co particles did not properly co-deform in the softer Ag-matrix during 

the HPT deformation process. Due to the applied pressure (in the axial direction) and shear 

strain, Co particles were deformed in the shear direction, resulting in the obtained elongated 

shape. The desired microstructure, an Ag-matrix with finely dispersed NC Co-particles, could 

not be reached for Ag83Co17 in the as-deformed state. Therefore, no heat treatment was 

carried out for this composition. 

The averaged chemical composition of this sample was determined using EDX, consisting of 

81.8 wt% Ag and 18.2 wt% Co. 

Figure 23 shows the XRD pattern of as-deformed Ag83Co17. The measured pattern (black) of 

the sample was compared with the calculated diffraction patterns of the individual elements: 

Ag-fcc, Co-hcp, and Co-fcc. Peaks with higher intensities can be identified as Ag-fcc, which 

agrees with the measured chemical composition.  

 

Figure 22: SEM micrographs of different magnifications of as-deformed Ag83Co17 (100 turns at 

RT) performed in the tangential direction at r = 3 mm. 
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It comes to an overlapping of the calculated Ag-fcc and Co-hcp pattern at 2θ = 52°. Thus, Ag-

fcc and Co-hcp peaks cannot be distinguished. However, the EDX measurement and SEM 

micrographs in Figure 22 confirm the existence of Co in this composition. The occurrence of 

peak shift due to supersaturation of the Ag-matrix with Co can be excluded since the poorly 

co-deformed Co particles are too big to dissolve in the Ag-matrix (see SEM micrographs in 

Figure 22). Peaks with smaller intensities (indicated with gray arrows) correspond to 

measurement artifacts. They were caused by the plasticine, which was used to fix the sample 

on the polymer substrate.  

For the occurrence of the granular GMR effect, the embedded ferromagnetic particles must 

be smaller in size (NC regime) and more homogeneously in size distribution. Since the desired 

microstructure was not reached, no MR measurements were performed on Ag83Co17. 
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Figure 23: XRD pattern of as-deformed Ag83Co17 (100 turns at RT) taken in 

the axial direction. 
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4.2.2. Results of Ag84Fe16 

Besides using elemental powders in the as-received state, initial elemental powders (Ag and 

Fe) were additionally BMVA-pretreated (as described in chapter 3.1). This aims to enhance the 

co-deformability and thus the refinement of the ferromagnetic phase in Ag84Fe16 during the 

HPT process. Figure 24 (a) shows the microstructure of as-deformed Ag84Fe16 using untreated 

powders. In contrast, Figure 24 (b) shows the microstructure of as-deformed Ag84Fe16 using 

BMVA-pretreated powders.  

 

 

After deformation for 100 turns at RT, both samples exhibit a homogeneous NC 

microstructure. Contrary to expectations, the BMVA pretreatment resulted in a coarser 

microstructure after HPT processing. Further, the higher phase-contrast of the BMVA-

pretreated composition in (b) indicates less intermixing during the deformation process 

compared to the untreated composition in (a). In general, Ag appears brighter than Fe in the 

micrographs in Figure 24, due to Z-contrast. The microstructure in (a) appears grayish, which 

indicates a supersaturated Ag-matrix with Fe. Only a few residual Fe particles (black) are 

observed in the Ag-matrix. 

Figure 24: SEM micrographs above show the microstructure of 

(a) untreated and as-deformed Ag84Fe16 and (b) BMVA-

pretreated and as-deformed Ag84Fe16. The micrographs below 

(c) and (d) show the respective microstructures of (a) and (b) 

after annealing for 1h at 400°C. 
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Subsequent annealing (1h at 400°C) of the untreated as-deformed sample led to fine 

precipitation of Fe (black), as can be seen in Figure 24 (c). The obtained microstructure is still 

in the NC regime since almost no grain growth is evident. Annealing (1h at 400°C) of the BMVA-

pretreated as-deformed sample (see Figure 24 (d)) caused grain growth. However, the average 

grain size in (b) and (d) is still in the NC regime. In comparison, the annealed BMVA sample in 

(d) shows larger grain sizes and phase contrast than the annealed untreated sample in (c). 

The averaged chemical composition of these samples was determined using EDX. The as-

deformed sample using untreated powders (Figure 24 (a)) consists of 77.9 wt% Ag and 

22.1 wt% Fe, and the as-deformed sample using BMVA-treated powders (Figure 24 (b)) 

consists of 86.2 wt% Ag and 13.8 wt% Fe.  

Figure 25 shows XRD patterns of untreated and BMVA-pretreated Ag84Fe16 in the as-deformed 

(100 turns at RT) and annealed state (1h at 400°C). A single-phase structure consisting of Ag-

fcc could be reached for untreated as-deformed Ag84Fe16 (black pattern). However, Fe-bcc 

peaks could not be detected. Thus, supersaturation of Fe in the Ag-matrix can be assumed. A 

Fe-bcc peak might be present at 2θ ≈ 52.5°.  

 

 

Figure 25: XRD patterns of untreated and BMVA-pretreated Ag84Fe16 in the as-

deformed and annealed state.  
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However, its intensity could be too low for detection and thus disappear in the signal of the 

Ag-fcc peak at 2θ ≈ 52°. The measured pattern of the as-deformed sample (black) agrees with 

the observed microstructure in Figure 24 (a). The weak peaks which do not agree with the 

calculated positions of Ag-fcc and Fe-bcc are measurement artifacts. They arise from the 

plasticine, which was used to fix the sample on the polymer substrate. These artifacts occur 

in all patterns in Figure 25, especially in the top pattern (indicated with gray arrows). 

Subsequent annealing for 1h at 400°C (red pattern) affected a weak phase separation (towards 

Fe-bcc) at 2θ ≈ 52°. This indicates precipitation of Fe and correlates with the observed 

microstructure in Figure 24 (c). Furthermore, the annealed sample (red) shows a smaller 

FWHM compared to the as-deformed sample (black), arising from grain growth. In 

comparison, similar patterns were observed in the as-deformed (blue pattern) and annealed 

state (green pattern) of BMVA-pretreated Ag84Fe16. These measured patterns also correlate 

with the observed microstructures in Figure 24 (b) and (d).  

MR measurements of the investigated Ag84Fe16 are shown in Figure 26. The as-deformed 

sample (blue data points) shows for both fields to current directions a small decrease of 

resistivity values with increasing field. At the maximum applied field, GMR amplitudes of 0.4 % 

and 0.5 % were reached for the parallel and perpendicular H to I direction.  

 

 

Figure 26: Decrease in resistivity in dependency of 

the applied magnetic field of as-deformed, annealed, 

and BMVA-as-deformed Ag84Fe16. 
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In comparison, the BMVA pretreatment (green data points) led to a decrease of the GMR 

amplitude (0.35 %) at the maximum applied field. The decrease of GMR amplitude can be 

explained by the coarser microstructure of the BMVA-pretreated sample (see Figure 24 (b)), 

which leads to less interface scattering. Both as-deformed samples show a nearly perfect 

isotropic GMR behavior and their resistivities saturate for applied fields above 5 kOe. 

Subsequent annealing resulted in a strong deviation between the MR branches (perpendicular 

and parallel). Thus, annealing led rather into unexpected AMR than GMR behavior. Generally, 

higher GMR values were reached when the applied field was aligned perpendicularly to the 

current. At 22.5 kOe, GMR values of 0.6 % and 1.4 % were obtained for the parallel and 

perpendicular H to I orientation.  

In comparison to literature values [15], a higher RT GMR amplitude of 6.59 % was found for 

magnetron-sputtered Ag80Fe20 (vol%). Ag80Fe20 in vol% is equivalent to Ag84Fe16 in wt%. 

Annealing for 15min at 400°C in a high vacuum resulted in a significant decrease of the RT 

GMR amplitude to 0.7 %. These GMR amplitudes were determined for very high applied fields 

up to 80 kOe. Even higher values of 21.5% (as-sputtered) and 5.78 % (annealed, 15min at 

400°C) were observed at a measuring temperature of 4 K for the same applied fields. 

In contrast to the Cu-based alloys in chapter 4.1, Ag84Fe16 shows a saturation behavior but 

reaches much lower GMR amplitudes.  
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4.2.3. Results of Ag84Fe12Co4 

Co-Ag is supposed to reach higher GMR values for the same ferromagnetic content than Fe-

Ag [15]. Since Ag83Co17 showed insufficient co-deformability of the individual elements 

compared to Ag84Fe16, Fe was partially replaced with Co. This approach aims to improve the 

GMR amplitude and ferromagnetic phase refinement. Moreover, different process 

parameters were attempted to optimize the microstructure. Figure 27 (a)-(c) shows the 

microstructure of as-deformed Ag84Fe12Co4 using untreated and also BMVA-pretreated 

powders. The untreated powder composition was deformed for (a) 100 turns at RT and (b) 

100 turns at 300°C. To enhance the co-deformability and thus the refinement of the 

ferromagnetic phase in Ag-Fe-Co during the HPT process, the softer Ag-powder was ball-milled 

and the harder Co and Fe powders were heat treated before the HPT pre-compaction process. 

The microstructure of BMVA-pretreated and as-deformed (100 turns at RT) Ag84Fe12Co4 is 

shown in (c). As-deformed samples in (a), (b), and (c) were subsequently annealed for 1h at 

400°C, which are illustrated in (d), (e), and (f). 

 

 

In the micrographs, Ag-matrix is supposed to appear brightest and Fe-particles darkest, 

whereby Co-particles exhibit a phase-contrast between Ag and Fe due to Z-contrast. However, 

there is only a small difference between the atomic numbers of Co and Fe, therefore an exact 

identification is not possible. Moreover, superimposing channeling contrast is also present. As 

Figure 27: SEM micrographs of the microstructure of Ag84Fe12Co4 after deformation for (a) 100 

turns at RT, (b) 100 turns at 300°C, and (c) 100 turns at RT (BMVA-pretreated). The bottom 

micrographs (d), (e), and (f) show the respective microstructures of (a), (b), and (c) after 

annealing for 1h at 400°C. 
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can be seen in (a), a homogeneous NC microstructure was obtained after deformation for 100 

turns at RT. However, some larger residual ferromagnetic particles remained in the Ag-matrix, 

as can be seen in Figure A.7 (a) in the appendix. Deformation at higher temperatures (100 

turns at 300°C) resulted in a significantly coarser microstructure with grain sizes in the 

submicron range. Due to the high phase-contrast in (b), the black particles can be identified 

as ferromagnetic particles (Fe or Co). A prior BMVA treatment to the deformation process led 

to a NC matrix with residual ferromagnetic particles (see Figure 27 (c)). These ferromagnetic 

particles are partially quite large (see Figure A.7 (c) in the appendix). The enlarged 

ferromagnetic particles could arise from an agglomeration of the initial powders due to prior 

vacuum annealing. During powder consolidation, more dense and larger particles were 

formed. Thus, the harder Co and Fe particles did not properly co-deform in the softer Ag-

matrix during the HPT deformation process. Subsequent annealing of the as-deformed sample 

in (a), affected a slight grain coarsening as can be seen in (d). In comparison, no significant 

change in grain size occurs after annealing of the samples in (b) and (c), as shown in (e) and 

(f). It should be mentioned that no process step led to the desired microstructure for an 

optimal GMR. Larger ferromagnetic particles remained in the matrix, which did not properly 

co-deform (see Figure A.7 in the appendix).  

The averaged chemical composition of these samples was determined using EDX. The as-

deformed sample in Figure 27 (a) consists of 87.0 wt% Ag, 11.8 wt% Fe, and 1.1 wt% Co; in (b) 

of 78.6 wt% Ag, 16.1 wt% Fe, and 5.3 wt% Co; and in (c) of 86.9 wt% Ag, 11.2 wt% Fe, and 

2.0 wt% Co. 

XRD measurements were performed to investigate the constituting crystallographic phases 

after deformation and annealing of Ag84Fe12Co4 (see Figure 28). The measured XRD patterns 

of the compositions were compared to the calculated diffraction patterns of the individual 

elements: Ag-fcc, Fe-bcc, Co-hcp, and Co-fcc. The upper two patterns in Figure 28 correspond 

to as-deformed Ag84Fe12Co4 samples using BMVA-pretreated powders. Otherwise, untreated 

powders were used. As-deformed Ag84Fe12Co4 (100 turns at RT) exhibits a single-phase fcc 

structure consisting of Ag-fcc. Co and Fe peaks do not occur, which could be caused by the 

supersaturation of Co and Fe in the Ag-matrix. However, the measured intensities of Co and 

Fe might be too low for their detection. Therefore, their peaks disappear in the signal of the 

Ag-fcc peak at 2θ ≈ 52°. The measured pattern correlates with the observed microstructure in 

Figure 27 (a). However, further peaks of lower intensities appear which cannot be identified 

with the calculated patterns of Ag-fcc, Co-hcp, Co-fcc, and Fe-bcc. These peaks are 

measurement artifacts (indicated with gray arrows) and occur also in the other patterns. They 

were caused by the plasticine which was used to fix the sample on the polymer substrate. 

Subsequent annealing for 1h at 400°C led to somewhat narrower peaks in the red pattern, 
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indicating slight grain growth. This measurement is confirmed with the observed 

microstructure in the micrographs of Figure 27 (a) and (c). 

 

 

In comparison, deformation at higher temperatures (100 turns at 300°C) led to separated 

phases (blue pattern) at 2θ ≈ 52°, which agrees with the observed microstructure in Figure 27 

(b). The peak at 51.8° matches with Co-fcc, while the peak at 52.4° is supposed to be a mixed 

peak of Co-hcp and Fe-bcc. Other peaks with higher intensities in this pattern correspond to 

Ag-fcc. Thus, all elements co-exist after deformation for 100 turns at 300°C. Subsequent 

annealing for 1h at 400°C (green pattern) resulted in somewhat higher phase separation in 

comparison to the as-deformed state (blue pattern). A single-phase fcc structure was 

measured for as-deformed Ag84Fe12Co4 using BMVA pretreated powders (pink pattern). The 

BMVA-pretreated as-deformed sample (pink pattern) shows peaks with smaller FWHM 

compared to the untreated as-deformed sample (black pattern), indicating a larger grain size. 

These enlarged grains are probably caused by the vacuum annealing of Co and Fe. Subsequent 

annealing for 1h at 400°C of the BMVA-as-deformed sample affected a slight shift of the peaks 

to higher Bragg-angles (brown pattern). The peak at 2θ ≈ 52° exhibits a higher intensity 

compared to the peaks of other patterns at this position. Due to the shift, a mixed peak (52°) 

Figure 28: XRD patterns of untreated and BMVA-pretreated Ag84Fe12Co4 in the as-

deformed and annealed states. 
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of Co-hcp and Fe-bcc was obtained. However, exact identification of this peak is not possible, 

since the calculated patterns (Ag-fcc, Co-fcc, Co-hcp, Fe-bcc) nearly overlap at 2θ ≈ 52°. In 

addition, a Co-hcp peak occurs at 2θ ≈ 56°. 

MR measurements were only performed on as-deformed Ag84Fe12Co4 samples, as shown in 

Figure 29. After deformation for 100 turns at RT (blue data points) of untreated Ag84Fe12Co4, 

a decrease of resistivity values was observed with an increasing field for both field directions. 

However, the MR branches (perpendicular and parallel) slightly deviate from each other. At 

22.5 kOe, GMR values of 0.36 % and 0.27 % were found for perpendicular and parallel applied 

I to H. Further, the GMR curve (blue) shows a saturation behavior. In comparison, somewhat 

higher GMR amplitudes were measured for as-deformed Ag84Fe16 (see Figure 26), which can 

be attributed to the finer microstructure. 

 

 

An increasing deformation temperature (100 turns at 300°C) resulted in a higher difference 

between the MR branches (red data points). In the parallel I to H measurement, resistivity 

values change approximately between -0.025 % and +0.02 %. In the perpendicular I to H 

measurement, resistivity values decrease with increasing field. A maximum MR of -0.42 % is 

reached at 22.5 kOe. Generally speaking, an increasing deviation of the MR branches indicates 

the tendency of the material towards AMR behavior. Higher deformation temperatures (see 

Figure 29: Decrease in resistivity in dependency of 

the applied magnetic field of as-deformed and 

BMVA-as-deformed Ag84Fe12Co4. 
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Figure 27 (b)) favor the formation of multiple domains e.g., large ferromagnetic particles or 

large percolating domains of a ferromagnetic-rich phase. Thus, a co-existing of the AMR and 

GMR effect is possible, due to multidomain granules which do not contribute to the GMR. 

However, AMR behavior tends to dominate with larger ferromagnetic grains (induced by 

higher deformation temperatures). In comparison to the untreated-as-deformed sample (blue 

data points), MR branches deviate more from each other after deformation for 100 turns at 

RT of the BMVA-pretreated sample (green data points). The difference might be caused by 

large residual ferromagnetic particles embedded in the Ag-matrix which contribute some 

AMR. MR values decrease constantly with increasing parallel applied field, reaching a 

maximum of 0.3 % at 22.5 kOe. For perpendicularly applied field, MR values decrease 

constantly with increasing field, except at H = 8 kOe where a slight increase of MR was 

observed. At 22.5 kOe, a change of resistivity of -0.5 % (perpendicular) was reached.  

In comparison to literature values [25], a much higher GMR value of 5.8 % was reported for 

mechanical alloyed (ball-milled) Ag70Fe4.5Co25.5 (in at%). This GMR amplitude was measured at 

much lower temperatures (10 K) and higher fields (30 kOe). Furthermore, the work of Cohen 

et al. also shows that the GMR drops to 1.6% when the ferromagnetic content is 30 at% and 

the atomic fractions of Fe and Co are equal.  

Improvements in GMR amplitude of AgFeCo may be realized by replacing more Fe with Co. 

However, suitable process parameters still need to be found to optimize the microstructure 

to reduce AMR contribution. 
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4.3. Cr-based compositions 

The successful HPT processability of Cr-based alloys strongly depends on the prior processing 

route. Weissitsch et al. reported enhanced HPT processability of Fe-Cr alloys by using the arc 

melting route instead of the powder processing route [37]. Therefore, arc melting was chosen 

as the prior processing route to obtain NC and homogenously deformed CrFeCo alloys. In 

contrast to the previously investigated Ag- and Cu-based alloys, a higher pressure (7.5 GPa) 

and lower rotational speed (0.63 min-1) were applied. 

4.3.1. Results of Cr64Fe27Co9 

Figure 30 shows LM images of the sample cross-section of Cr64Fe27Co9 after HPT deformation 

in dependency of the number of applied turns and the deformation temperature. As can be 

seen, fewer cracks in the sample were obtained by increasing the deformation temperature 

and decreasing the applied shear strain by decreasing the number of turns. 

 

Cracks occur mainly in the radial sample direction in samples deformed for 10-20 turns at RT 

(see Figure 30 (a) and (b)). By increasing the deformation temperature to 400°C, nearly crack-

free samples were obtained. The cracks oriented in the axial sample direction in Figure 30 (c) 

and (e) were caused by sample preparation. No cracks appear in the sample deformed for 2 

turns at 400°C (Figure 30 (d)). 

Figure 30: LM images of the macrostructure of Cr64Fe27Co9 after HPT 

deformation for (a) 20 turns at RT, (b) 10 turns at RT, (c) 5 turns at 

400°C, (d) 2 turns at 400°C, and (e) 1 turn at 400°C. 
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The microstructures of as-deformed (and annealed) Cr64Fe27Co9 samples in dependency of the 

processing parameters are shown in Figure 31. As can be seen in (a)-(d), a homogeneous 

microstructure in the NC regime was obtained in each case. Despite many cracks, deformation 

for 20 turns at RT resulted in the smallest observed grain size. The low phase contrast in (a) 

indicates the formation of a supersaturated solid solution. A similar microstructure was 

obtained in (b). Nevertheless, samples in Figure 31 (a) and (b) were not used for further MR 

measurements, since the as-deformed samples were too brittle for the extraction of MR 

samples. 

 

 

In the micrographs, Cr-particles are supposed to appear darkest and Co-particles brightest, 

whereby Fe-particles exhibit a phase-contrast between Cr and Fe due to Z-contrast. However, 

there is only a small difference between the atomic numbers of Co and Fe, therefore an exact 

identification is not possible. Moreover, superimposing channeling contrast is also present. 

Somewhat coarser grains were obtained by rising the deformation temperature to 400°C, as 

can be seen in the micrographs in (c) and (d). Figure 31 (e) shows the annealed state (1h at 

520°C) of the sample deformed with 2 turns at 400°C (Figure 31 (d)). Significant grain growth 

was obtained after subsequent annealing. In contrast, hardly any deformation took place after 

deformation for 1 turn at 400°C (see Figure 31 (f)), resulting in a coarse and needle-like 

Figure 31: SEM micrographs of the microstructure of Cr64Fe27Co9 after HPT deformation for (a) 

20 turns at RT, (b) 10 turns at RT, (c) 5 turns at 400°C, (d) 2 turns at 400°C, (e) 2 turns at 400°C 

+ subsequently annealed for 1h at 520°C, and (f) 1 turn at 400°C. The micrographs were taken 

at r = 3 mm. 
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microstructure. There was probably insufficient friction between the sample surface and the 

anvils. Consequently, the sample slipped between the anvils and did not deform properly.  

Thus, only samples deformed for 2 turns and 5 turns at 400°C were used for further MR 

measurements, since they are crack-free and show the desired microstructure.  

The averaged chemical composition of these samples was determined using EDX. The sample 

deformed for 5 turns at 400°C (Figure 31 (c)) consists of 63.6 wt% Cr, 26.9 wt% Fe, and 

9.5 wt% Co. The sample deformed for 2 turns at 400°C (Figure 31 (d)) consists of 63.7 wt% Cr, 

26.8 wt% Fe, and 9.5 wt% Co. The arc melting route is more accurate than the powder route 

since the deviations from the nominal composition are negligible. 

Figure 32 shows XRD patterns of Cr64Fe27Co9 after HPT processing with different numbers of 

applied turns at different deformation temperatures. The measurement was carried out on 

HPT disc halves for the samples deformed at RT (black and blue patterns) since the extraction 

of MR samples was not possible. At higher deformation temperatures (400°C), XRD 

measurements were performed on MR samples (labeled with (MR)).  

 

 

Figure 32: XRD patterns of as-deformed (and annealed) Cr64Fe27Co9 samples with 

different processing parameters.  
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HPT disc halves were fixed with plasticine on a polymer substrate, whilst MR samples were 

fixed with petroleum jelly on a Si substrate. As already observed in the previous Ag- and Cu-

based compositions, measurement artifacts (indicated with gray arrows) can occur when 

samples were fixed with plasticine. All as-deformed samples exhibit mixed peaks of Cr-bcc and 

Fe-bcc, resulting in a single-phase bcc structure. No Co peaks appear in the measured patterns. 

Thus, it can be assumed that the bcc matrix is supersaturated with Co. It should be noted that 

the calculated patterns of Cr-bcc, Fe-bcc, Co-hcp, and Co-fcc nearly overlap at 2θ ≈ 52°. 

Therefore, the intensity of Co peaks might be too low for detection. Even after annealing for 

1h at 520°C (red pattern), no phase separation took place. This indicates a high single-phase 

stability of Cr64Fe27Co9. Furthermore, peak narrowing is visible with decreasing number of 

applied turns. Annealing (red pattern) resulted also in a smaller FWHM compared to the as-

deformed state (green pattern). This indicates a coarsening of grain size with decreasing 

number of applied turns (and increasing deformation temperature), agreeing with the 

observed microstructures in Figure 31. 

MR measurements (see Figure 33) were only performed on crack-free as-deformed and 

annealed Cr64Fe27Co9 samples, showing a NC microstructure. All as-deformed samples exhibit 

a linear decrease in resistivity with increasing magnetic field and thus no saturation behavior. 

 

 

Figure 33: Decrease in resistivity in dependency of 

the applied magnetic field of as-deformed and 

annealed Cr64Fe27Co9.  
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After deformation for 5 turns at 400°C (green data points), a nearly perfect GMR behavior was 

achieved. GMR amplitudes of 0.29 % and 0.34 % were measured at 22.5 kOe for the parallel 

and perpendicular I to H direction. A higher difference of MR branches (parallel and 

perpendicular) and thus a higher deviation from the perfect GMR behavior was observed for 

the less deformed sample (2 turns at 400°C). However, higher GMR amplitudes of 0.52 % 

(parallel) and 0.72 % (perpendicular) were achieved compared to the sample deformed with 

5 turns at 400°C. Subsequent annealing for 1h at 520°C (red data points) resulted in a slight 

deviation from the linear shape. In comparison to the as-deformed state, GMR amplitudes 

were found at the maximum applied field. In general, a higher ferromagnetic content can lead 

to AMR contribution, which would explain the deviation of the MR branches. 

In comparison to literature values [45], GMR values of about 1.8 % (perpendicular) and 1.4 % 

(parallel) were found in magnetically optimized FeCrCo samples (CROVAC 10/380) at a 

measuring temperature of 10 K. At 300 K, lower GMR amplitudes of approximately 0.6 % 

(perpendicular) and 0.3 % (parallel) were observed. It should be mentioned, that these GMR 

values were estimated out of Fig.6 in reference [45] for an applied field of about 22.5 kOe. The 

measured RT GMR values of as-deformed Cr64Fe27Co9 (2 turns at 400°C) are somewhat higher 

than the GMR amplitudes in literature at equivalent conditions. Furthermore, the same 

deviation of MR branches (perpendicular and parallel) occurred in the literature, as observed 

for as-deformed and annealed Cr64Fe27Co9 in Figure 33 (blue and red data points). These 

FeCrCo samples in the literature were fabricated by vacuum melting without subsequent SPD. 

However, the exact composition of the magnetically optimized FeCrCo sample is not known. 

Furthermore, a higher drop in resistivity of 3 % was reported for higher applied fields of 80 kOe 

and lower measuring temperatures at 10 K. This leads to the assumption that enhanced GMR 

amplitudes can be expected for Cr64Fe27Co9 for similar measuring conditions.  
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4.3.2. Results of Cr78Fe16Co6 

Figure 34 shows LM images of the sample cross-section of Cr78Fe16Co6 after HPT deformation 

with different processing parameters. After deformation for 8 turns at RT, a massive crack 

formation can be observed in Cr78Fe16Co6, which led to the fracture of the sample. As a 

consequence, the number of applied turns was reduced to decrease the applied shear strain. 

In addition, higher deformation temperatures were chosen to enhance HPT-processability and 

reduce crack formation. As can be seen in Figure 34 (b) and (c), crack formation and fracture 

could be significantly reduced. Nevertheless, cracks are present in the radial and the axial 

sample direction. 

 

 

In contrast to the composition with lower Cr content (see Figure 30 (d)), no crack-free sample 

could be formed, though the same deformation parameters (2 turns at 400°C) were used. The 

decreasing HPT-processability of Fe-Cr alloys with increasing Cr content was already reported 

in previous works [37]. Since none of the as-deformed samples are free of cracks, no additional 

heat treatment was conducted. 

To investigate the microstructure of as-deformed Cr78Fe16Co6 in more detail, SEM micrographs 

(see Figure 35) were carried out. Due to sample fracture after deformation for 8 turns at RT, 

the acquisition of micrographs was not possible at r = 3 mm. Thus, they were performed at 

the maximum possible radius at r = 2 mm. As can be seen in Figure 35 (a)-(c), increasing grain 

sizes were observed the lower the number of applied turns and the higher the deformation 

temperature. Deformation at RT (a) and (b) led to a homogeneous microstructure with NC 

grains. However, grains in (b) are somewhat larger than in (a). In general, Cr particles are 

supposed to appear darkest and Co-particles brightest, whereby Fe-particles exhibit a phase-

contrast between Cr and Fe due to Z-contrast. 

Figure 34: LM images of the macrostructure of Cr78Fe16Co6 after HPT 

deformation for (a) 8 turns at RT, (b) 4 turns at RT, and (c) 2 turns at 

400°C. 
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However, there is only a small difference between the atomic numbers of Co and Fe, therefore 

an exact identification is not possible. Moreover, superimposing channeling contrast is also 

present. The low phase-contrast in Figure 35 (a) and (b) indicates good intermixing of the 

phases. After deformation for 2 turns at 400°C, an inhomogeneous deformed microstructure 

was obtained (see Figure 35 (c)). In comparison, much larger grains were observed in different 

sizes.  

The averaged chemical composition of these samples was determined using EDX. The sample 

deformed for 8 turns at RT (Figure 35 (a)) consists of 74.2 wt% Cr, 15.3 wt% Fe, and 5.4 wt% Co. 

The sample deformed for 4 turns at RT (Figure 35 (b)) consists of 74.4 wt% Cr, 16.2 wt% Fe, 

and 5.4 wt% Co. The sample deformed for 2 turns at 400°C (Figure 35 (c)) consists of 

77.3 wt% Cr, 16.8 wt% Fe, and 5.9 wt% Co. 

Figure 36 shows XRD patterns of Cr78Fe16Co6 after HPT processing with different numbers of 

applied turns at different deformation temperatures. In all measured patterns in Figure 36 a 

bcc single-phase structure is visible. The patterns show mixed peaks of Cr-bcc and Fe-bcc. 

However, no Co peaks occur, indicating supersaturation of the bcc-matrix with Co (black and 

blue patterns). This correlates with samples deformed at RT, showing a supersaturated 

microstructure (see micrographs in Figure 35 (a) and (b)). The presence of Co-grains cannot 

be excluded in the low deformed material, but the intensity of Co peaks might be too low to 

be detected (red pattern) and the weak signal could vanish in the background signal. It should 

be noted that the calculated patterns of Cr-bcc, Fe-bcc, Co-hcp, and Co-fcc nearly overlap at 

2θ ≈ 52°. At this position Co-hcp might be present, however, disappeared in the signal of the 

former peak (Fe and Cr). In addition, the transformation of Co-hcp to Co-fcc can be excluded 

since the sample deformed for 2 turns at 400°C shows insufficient co-deformation of phases.  

Figure 35: SEM micrographs of the microstructure of Cr78Fe16Co6 after HPT deformation for (a) 

8 turns at RT, (b) 4 turns at RT, and (c) 2 turns at 400°C. The micrograph in (a) was taken at 

r = 2 mm and in (b) and (c) at r = 3 mm. 
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In comparison, it comes to a peak narrowing with decreasing number of applied turns, 

especially at increased deformation temperatures (400°C). This indicates grain coarsening and 

agrees with the observed microstructure in Figure 35 (a)-(c). 

For this composition, MR measurements were not performed. The as-deformed samples were 

too brittle to extract MR samples by a further cutting and grinding process.  

 

Figure 36: XRD patterns of differently as-deformed Cr78Fe16Co6 samples. 
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4.4. Discussion of the magnetoresistance 

In this chapter, MR results of different matrix materials (Ag, Cu, Cr) containing the same 

ferromagnetic phase (FeCo) are discussed. Moreover, Cu-based compositions with different 

elements as ferromagnetic phases (FeCo and FeNi) are compared.  

Figure 37 compares the GMR amplitudes of as-deformed and annealed Cr-, Ag-, and Cu-based 

compositions with the same elements (Fe and Co) for the ferromagnetic phases. Cu82Fe12Co6 

provides the highest GMR amplitudes comparing the as-deformed states (blue data points in 

Figure 37 (c)). Even higher values were obtained after subsequent annealing (green and red 

data points), as can be seen in Figure 37 (c). The MR branches (perpendicular and parallel) do 

not deviate significantly. Thus, a perfect isotropic GMR behavior was obtained for the Cu-

based composition. However, no saturation behavior was observed for Cu82Fe12Co6. 

 

 

A saturation in GMR was observed for Ag84Fe12Co4 deformed for 100 turns at RT (blue data 

points) in Figure 37 (b). However, only approximately one-third of the GMR amplitude of as-

deformed Cu82Fe12Co6 was achieved, despite similar ferromagnetic volume contents 

(20 vol%). This might be caused by the obtained microstructure of Ag84Fe12Co4, showing bigger 

residual ferromagnetic particles. Bigger ferromagnetic particles saturate already at lower 

applied fields compared to smaller ones [15]. However, spin-dependent scattering is reduced 

due to the lower surface-to-volume ratio of bigger ferromagnetic particles, leading to lower 

GMR amplitudes [22]. The Ag-based composition shows a higher deviation of MR branches, 

indicating AMR contributions, due to the formation of magnetic multidomains [10,43].  

The Cr-based composition (Figure 37 (a)) shows a somewhat higher GMR amplitude than as-

deformed Ag84Fe12Co4 (Figure 37 (b)) after deformation for 2 turns at 400°C, whereas a 

Figure 37: Comparison of GMR amplitudes of as-deformed and annealed Cr-, Ag-, and Cu-

based compositions with Fe and Co as ferromagnetic phases. 
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somewhat lower GMR amplitude after deformation for 5 turns at RT. It should be noted that 

the Cr-based composition exhibits a ferromagnetic volume fraction of approximately 40 %, 

and Ag- and Cu-based compositions about 20 %. A decreasing GMR was found for binary Cr-

Fe for ferromagnetic contents above 20 vol% [46]. A higher ferromagnetic content favors the 

formation of magnetic clusters which lowers the MR [22,47]. Therefore, a higher drop in 

resistivity is expected to occur in the Cr-rich composition. 

Since the Cu-based compositions showed the most promising results, a variety of heat 

treatments were performed to obtain the optimum GMR. Figure 38 shows a comparison of 

magnetic field-dependent resistivities of different Cu-based compositions which were equally 

processed (100 turns at RT) and annealed (1h at 400°C and 10min at 500°C).  

 

 

All as-deformed samples (blue data points in Figure 38) show a linear and isotropic decrease 

in resistivity with increasing field. Cu60Fe20Ni20 exhibits a higher GMR amplitude than 

Cu80Fe10Ni10, whereby Cu82Fe12Co6 shows GMR values in between. Wang et al. found for as-

deposited Cu-FeNi films an increasing GMR with increasing ferromagnetic volume fraction. An 

optimum GMR of 1.8 % was reached for 32 vol% FeNi for an applied field of 12.5 kOe. Above 

32 vol%, GMR decreases for as-deposited Cu-FeNi films due to the formation of multidomain 

granules [47]. A similar GMR amplitude was reached for as-deformed Cu60Fe20Ni20. However, 

the applied field is about two times higher. It can be assumed, that even higher GMR values 

can be achieved for as-deformed CuFeNi for a ferromagnetic volume content between 20 % 

and 40 %. A peak in GMR was observed after annealing for 1h at 400°C of Cu60Fe20Ni20 (red 

data points in (c)). However, the MR branches deviate, which might arise from the formation 

of multidomain granules leading to some AMR contributions. In comparison, no deviation of 

MR branches occurred after similar annealing of Cu82Fe12Co6 and Cu80Fe10Ni10 (see Figure 38 

Figure 38: Comparison of GMR amplitudes of different Cu-based compositions which were 

similarly deformed and annealed. 
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(a) and (b)) containing less ferromagnetic material. In general, subsequent annealing for 1h at 

400°C (red data points) led for each Cu-based composition to enhanced GMR amplitudes. 

Except for Cu60Fe20Ni20, annealing for 10min at 500°C (green data points) had a positive effect 

regarding GMR, especially for Cu80Fe10Ni10. The drop in resistivity after annealing (10min at 

500°C) is more than three times higher compared to its as-deformed state at the maximum 

applied field,  demonstrating the utmost importance of adequate annealing treatments after 

SPD by HPT. Furthermore, Cu80Fe10Ni10 shows after annealing for 10min at 500°C (see (b)) a 

tendency of saturation. Generally, no heat treatment resulted in a saturation of GMR. In 

almost all Cu-based compositions, the resistivity decreases linearly with increasing field, which 

might be explained by the occurrence of superparamagnetic particles [48]. 

Superparamagnetism can occur when ferromagnetic particles decrease under a critical size. It 

was found that superparamagnetism only influences the GMR saturation process but not its 

saturation value [15]. All Cu-based compositions show high-temperature phase stability after 

HPT deformation. Therefore, subsequent annealing did not change the grain size significantly. 

The GMR saturation behavior (goal: high GMR at low fields) could not be enhanced, but the 

absolute values of GMR were improved by proper annealings for certain systems.  
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5. Summary  

This thesis aims to fabricate a variety of severe plastically deformed bulk materials showing 

the granular GMR effect. The granular GMR effect arises from spin-dependent scattering at 

interfaces between nonmagnetic and ferromagnetic phases. Thus, the mutual immiscibility of 

both phases is mandatory. Consequently, ternary alloy systems, Cu-Fe-Ni, Cu-Fe-Co, Ag-Fe-Co, 

and Cr-Fe-Co, but also binary alloy systems, Ag-Fe and Ag-Co, were chosen. Furthermore, bulk 

materials show only the granular GMR effect, when the nonmagnetic matrix contains finely 

distributed small ferromagnetic particles in the NC regime. Such granular structures are 

formed classically with bottom-up techniques, e.g., melt spinning and magnetron sputtering. 

However, top-down techniques, such as HPT (a SPD method), were barely studied for the 

fabrication of bulk nanomagnetic structures. Especially, no investigations were yet made to 

the magnetoresistive properties of HPT-processed Cu-Fe-Co, Cu-Fe-Ni, Cr-Fe-Co, Ag-Fe-Co, Ag-

Fe, and Ag-Co. The powders were mixed to compositions containing 20 vol% ferromagnetic 

phases since a peak in granular GMR is expected to occur for this ferromagnetic content. In 

addition, a ferromagnetic volume fraction of 40 % was chosen for CuFeNi and CrFeCo. The 

nanogranular GMR structure in bulk form was generated either directly during the SPD 

process or indirectly through the formation of a supersaturated solid solution. For the latter, 

appropriate subsequent heat treatments were conducted to enhance the saturation behavior 

and the magnetoresistive response of the materials by segregating fine ferromagnetic 

particles out of the supersaturated phase in a second step.  

A variety of experiments, including LM, SEM, microhardness and XRD measurements were 

performed on the HPT-deformed (and annealed) materials to investigate the influence of 

microstructural changes on their magnetoresistive properties. These microstructural 

investigations were linked to MR measurements which were carried out in a self-built 

measurement setup. Therefore, the resistivity of the materials was measured with the four-

point probe method at RT, while the current-carrying material was exposed to magnetic fields 

between 0 kOe and 22.5 kOe. Two measurements were performed for each sample to ensure 

the isotropic GMR behavior. The current was first applied parallel and then perpendicular to 

the magnetic field. In general, the measurement accuracy of the MR setup could be validated 

by a reference measurement of severely deformed tungsten. 

The granular GMR effect could be achieved in all Cu-based compositions processed by HPT 

deformation. Cu60Fe20Ni20 shows the highest GMR amplitude compared to the as-deformed 

states. XRD measurements reveal a fcc single-phase structure in all as-deformed Cu-based 

compositions, indicating the formation of a supersaturated solid solution. Subsequent heat 

treatments (1h at 400°C and 10min at 500°C) led to higher GMR amplitudes in Cu82Fe12Co6 
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and Cu80Fe10Ni10 samples. Annealing Cu80Fe10Ni10 for 10min at 500°C resulted in a more than 

threefold amplification of the GMR amplitude at the maximum applied field. Generally, the 

highest GMR of 2.45 % (at 22.5 kOe) was found in Cu60Fe20Ni20 after annealing for 1h at 400°C. 

A weakening of the effect was observed for higher annealing temperatures (and durations). 

The maximum measured RT GMR of Cu60Fe20Ni20 is somewhat higher than the reported GMR 

value of spinodal decomposed Cu60Fe20Ni20 films at similar measuring conditions. In 

comparison to the literature, Cu82Fe12Co6 and Cu80Fe10Ni10 show smaller GMR values. 

However, no saturation in GMR was observed in any Cu-based composition after deformation 

and annealing. Furthermore, the microstructure of as-deformed Cu60Fe20Ni20 exhibits 

astonishingly high-temperature stability up to 600°C, which corresponds to a homologous 

temperature of 0.64 of Cu. In comparison, CuFeNi exhibits a higher single-phase stability than 

CuFeCo. 

The ferromagnetic phase within Ag83Co17 did not co-deform properly in contrast to Ag84Fe16. 

Thus, no MR measurements were carried out on AgCo. However, Co was partly replaced with 

Fe to improve the refinement process of the ferromagnetic phase. In addition, the elemental 

powders were BMVA pre-treated, which enhanced the co-deformability. Granular GMR was 

measured for as-deformed Ag84Fe16 and Ag84Fe12Co4. However, some contributions of AMR 

were presently arising from residual ferromagnetic particles in the Ag-matrix. These occur 

especially in BMVA pretreated samples, due to agglomeration of the initial powders. AgFe and 

AgFeCo show a saturation behavior in GMR, though exhibiting much smaller GMR amplitudes 

compared to Cu-based compositions and literature values of the same compositions.  

Regarding the CrFeCo system, HPT processability succeeded only for CrFeCo with lower Cr 

content. XRD measurements revealed a bcc single-phase structure of as-deformed 

Cr64Fe27Co9, indicating the formation of a supersaturated solid solution. Granular GMR was 

measured also in HPT processed Cr64Fe27Co9 samples. However, GMR amplitudes of 

Cr64Fe27Co9 are in the range of the Ag-based compositions, whereby showing no saturation 

behavior. Furthermore, AMR contributions are present due to the high ferromagnetic content 

leading to the percolation of magnetic domains.  

In general, SPD by HPT is a suitable method for the fabrication of bulk samples showing the 

granular GMR effect. However, the investigated alloy systems are not suitable for GMR-based 

sensor applications, since they show only at high applied fields a sufficient drop in resistivity. 

Higher GMR amplitudes are expected to occur in higher applied fields at lower measuring 

temperatures. Ag-based compositions seem to be promising concerning applications. 

Nevertheless, the RT GMR amplitude must be enhanced by finding further processing steps to 

obtain a suitable microstructure free of residual particles. 
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7. Appendix 

 

7.1. Cu-based compositions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure A.1: LM images of the HPT sample cross-section of (a) 

Cu82Fe12Co6, (b) Cu60Fe20Ni20, and (c) Cu80Fe10Ni10 after deformation 

for 100 turns at RT. 

Figure A.2: SEM micrographs of the microstructure of (a) Cu82Fe12Co6, (b) Cu60Fe20Ni20, and (c) 

Cu80Fe10Ni10 after deformation for 100 turns at RT.   
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7.2. Ag-based compositions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A.3: LM images of the HPT sample cross-section of Ag83Co17 

after deformation for 100 turns at RT. 

Figure A.4: LM images of the HPT sample cross-section of (a) untreated 

Ag84Fe16, and (b) BMVA-pretreated Ag84Fe16 after deformation for 100 

turns at RT. 

Figure A.5: LM images of Ag84Fe12Co4 after deformation for (a) 100 

turns at RT (untreated), (b) 100 turns at 300°C (untreated), and (c) 100 

turns at RT (BMVA-pretreated). 
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Figure A.6: SEM micrographs above show the microstructure of 

(a) untreated and as-deformed Ag84Fe16 and (b) BMVA-

pretreated and as-deformed Ag84Fe16. The micrographs below 

(c) and (d) show the respective microstructures of (a) and (b) 

after annealing for 1h at 400°C. 

Figure A.7: SEM micrographs of the microstructure of Ag84Fe12Co4 after deformation for (a) 

100 turns at RT, (b) 100 turns at 300°C, and (c) 100 turns at RT (BMVA-pretreated). The bottom 

micrographs (d), (e), and (f) show the respective microstructures of (a), (b), and (c) after 

annealing for 1h at 400°C. 
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7.3. Cr-based compositions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A.8: SEM micrographs of the microstructure of Cr64Fe27Co9 after HPT deformation for 

(a) 20 turns at RT, (b) 10 turns at RT, (c) 5 turns at 400°C, (d) 2 turns at 400°C, (e) 2 turns at 

400°C + subsequently annealed for 1h at 520°C, and (f) 1 turn at 400°C. 

Figure A.9: SEM micrographs of the microstructure of Cr78Fe16Co6 after HPT deformation for 

(a) 8 turns at RT, (b) 4 turns at RT, and (c) 2 turns at 400°C. The micrograph in (a) was taken at 

r = 2 mm and in (b) and (c) at r = 3 mm. 




